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The possibilities of cloud computing are a growing interest in the enterprise world, but
implementing new technology into a heavily protected environment is a difficult task that
needs careful planning. The main goal of this thesis is to present a step by step process
template for implementing cloud technology in the energy trading environment of the subject company. A literature review is completed as the method for obtaining knowledge of
the fundamentals of the cloud and the cloud implementation process. The trading environment and cloud are studied by analyzing information technology expert interviews conducted within the subject company, but also by studying cloud implementation cases in the
global financial services and energy industry.
Based on the learnings of the study, a cloud implementation template was created and verified as functional. Due to high enterprise security demands, the initial phases of the implementation process, such as defining the end product and planning, are at the core of the
whole process. A cloud implementation will introduce new needs to the existing environment in the form of technical skills and management skills. The results show that the subject company may obtain several benefits from cloud computing, such as cost reductions
and added computing efficiency. In order to support potential change in the environment,
a business case for achieving cost savings from on-demand computing resources is presented in addition to the template.
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Nykyaikaiset pilvipalvelut tarjoavat suurille yrityksille mahdollisuuden tehostaa laskennallista tietojenkäsittelyä. Pilvipalveluiden käyttöönotto tuo mukanaan kuitenkin esimerkiksi
useita tietoturvakysymyksiä, joiden vuoksi käyttöönoton tulee olla tarkasti suunniteltua.
Tämä tutkimus esittelee kirjallisuuskatsaukseen perustuvan, asteittaisen suunnitelman pilvipalveluiden käyttöönotolle energialiiketoimintaympäristössä. Kohdeyrityksen sisäiset
haastattelut ja katsaus nykyisiin energiateollisuuden pilviratkaisuihin muodostavat kokonaiskuvan käyttöönoton haasteista ja mahdollisuuksista. Tutkimuksen päätavoitteena on
esittää ratkaisut tyypillisiin pilvipalvelun käyttöönotossa esiintyviin ongelmiin käyttöönottomallin avulla.
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koko käyttöönottoprosessin ydin. Lisäksi pilvipalveluiden käyttöönotto vaatii nykyiseltä
käyttöympäristöltä uusia teknisiä ja hallinnollisia taitoja. Tutkimuksen tulokset osoittavat
pilvipalveluiden monipuolisen hyödyn erityisesti laskentatehon tarpeen vaihdellessa. Käyttöönottomallin rinnalle luotu kustannusvertailu tukee kirjallisuuskatsauksessa esille tuotuja
hyötyjä ja tarjoaa kohdeyritykselle perusteen tutkimuksen eteenpäin viemiselle.
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GLOSSARY
AD

Active Directory

API

Application Programming Interface

ARS

Action Request System

AWS

Amazon Web Services

AWS S3

AWS Simple Storage Service

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CIO

Chief Information Officer

CloudDSF

Cloud Decision Support Framework

CPU

Central Processing Unit

CRM

Customer Relationship Management

CSP

Cloud Service Provider

DR

Disaster Recovery

EMIR

European Market Infrastructure Regulation

GUI

Graphical User Interfaces

IaaS

Infrastructure as a Service

IAM

Identity and Access Management

ICE

Intercontinental Exchange

IP

Internet Protocol

ITSM

IT Service Management

I/O

Input / Output

MS

Microsoft

MSDN

Microsoft Developer Network

MTBF

Mean Time Between Failures

MTTR

Mean Time To Repair

NASDAQ

National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

NoSQL

Not only "SQL"

OMX

Options Mäklarna Exchange

OPEX

Operating Expense

OS

Operating System
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PaaS

Platform as a Service

QoS

Quality of Service

RAM

Random-Access Memory

RDP

Remote Desktop Protocol

RPO

Recovery Point Objective

RTO

Recovery Time Objective

SaaS

Software as a Service

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

SSD

Solid-State Drive

SSH

Secure Shell

SLA

Service-level Agreement

SOA

Service-oriented architecture

SSO

Single Sign-On

SQL

Structured Query Language

VM

Virtual Machine

VPC

Virtual Private Cloud

XaaS

Everything as a Service
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Cloud computing as a term is used to cover a plethora of services offered over the Internet.
Consumers consume services such as DropBox to synchronize their important photos and
files to the cloud, web developers use Heroku to deploy their new revolutionary social applications and data analysts acquire infrastructure resources from Amazon Web Services to
run compute heavy analytics to save time and money. According to International Data
Corporation (IDC), the worldwide public cloud spending is going to evolve from nearly 60
billion USD to 130 billion USD between the years 2014 and 2018. This means that the
compound annual growth rate would be over six times of the whole IT industry. IDC predicts that the cloud is transitioning more and more into industry-focused platforms and
therefore would reach almost every business-to-business marketplace. Cloud computing is
very current and there is widespread interest in adopting this technology. (IDC 2014)
Cloud computing has been and is studied continuously. There is no shortage of general
cloud computing study. The Internet is also overflowing from information on the recent
advancements of the technology. The field is young and constantly evolving and therefore
offers more and more research directions and reasons for further study. As the world is
quickly coming more connected, technology companies grasp onto every opportunity of
creating new cloud services for the masses. The cloud is also directly related to the internet
of things phenomena, where almost everything from home electronics to factories are imagined to be connected to the Internet. Cloud computing would be in the core of this all,
and this drives the research even further.
Large enterprises are slowly adopting the cloud as they realize the potential benefits of
acquiring IT resources as a service by simply clicking a button on a graphical interface.
Cloud is seen as a solution for specific issues within the business environment. However,
large enterprises already have an established IT infrastructure, long-term contracts with
traditional hardware providers and old software that work on a good-enough level. It is an
important question how these companies can evolve and adopt some of the modern technologies, which cloud is a part of. There has been research done about this and many cloud
vendors offer strategies for companies to adopt their cloud, but it comes down to time
6

spent and money spent versus the benefits, which then again is a sum of what kind of environment the company has to begin with. Moreover, companies are very frightened about
cloud security. It is natural to feel un-safe when sensitive data, which is traditionally closed
inside the company’s own data center doors, would reside in a relatively unknown location
in some other company’s data center. Research and case studies show that cloud vendors
have focused significantly on security, but there have been minor incidents involving consumers throughout the years that have set back the enterprise level adoption. (Gartner
2013).
Fortum Oyj is a large Finnish energy company that is composed of multiple organizations
and environments. The trading environment is a vital part of Fortum’s business, where
physical electricity and various financial instruments are traded in the market. The environment is really data-heavy as there is a constant flow of trade and market information. In
addition, a lot of computing power is needed to deal with all of that data when generating
reports and simulating future events. There is also a continuous need for tools and services
that would enhance the way business personnel work. For these reasons, there is a lot of
interest towards cloud computing within the trading environment. (Fortum 2014)
The main interests in the trading environment are increasing IT flexibility and cost efficiency. Reductions in costs would enable funneling more resources to innovation, while
flexibility through cloud computing would enable more focus on business and less on IT.
Currently, there is an IT team of application developers and system managers within the
trading environment that help with issues that arise in business. This team is also involved
in developing new tools to use within the environment, and cloud is seen as a likely facilitator for more agile development, which would lead to a faster response to business demands.
From 2012 onward there has been research on cloud computing within Fortum’s trading
environment, and even a light-weight pilot has been run. The cloud has also been in smallscale use in other organizations in Fortum, but it has not yet been fully adopted on corporate level. It will take some time to find out where the technology would be most beneficial.
The tools used in the trading environment are mostly business critical and it is very diffi7

cult to suddenly start changing the core of how IT works. For this reason, there is a need
for a clear vision on how to approach the cloud in small steps before doing any major
changes. This research focuses on creating a step by step template, on how to take processes or applications to the cloud. The initial research done within the environment ensure a
good starting point for the research.

1.2 Goals and scope
The goal of this study is to create a multi-step plan for approaching and implementing
cloud services in a segment of a larger enterprise, the trading environment, which consists
of electricity and financial instrument trading. The research problem can be narrowed
down to the following questions:
 What is cloud computing and what is it for?
 Which trading applications or processes could benefit from the cloud?
 How to migrate from a traditional environment to the cloud environment?
Literature review methodology is used to gather information about cloud technology on a
general level. A lot of emphasis is put on the process of going from a traditional environment to cloud, which requires thorough research on cloud technology itself, but also the
process steps. Qualitative research methods, such as interviews with select IT personnel,
are used to gather information of the trading environment, as the purpose is to develop initial understanding for building the cloud implementation template from the trading perspective. In addition, some information of the trading environment is gathered from the
Active Response System used at Fortum and a trading cloud case study of implementations
in the financial and energy industry. Trading itself is touched on a very high level as the
main focus of this study is in the implementation process in general.
This study is focused on learning the different perspectives and capabilities of the cloud
and finding the possibilities within the trading environment. The study will not provide
technical details of the transition from traditional to cloud, as the purpose is to provide an
overview of what kind of measures have to be taken in order to start using the cloud as a
part of the infrastructure. A high-level cost comparison is conducted between traditional
and cloud resources to provide a business case for embracing modern technology. The cost
8

comparison is done by utilizing cloud vendor cost calculators and the Active Response
System.
The roadmap is created by studying other migration strategies and cloud implementation
plans. Similarities are picked into the roadmap and differences are evaluated and chosen
according to how well they compare to the research and study about cloud. A lot of input
into creating the roadmap is derived from general cloud study and the issues that come up
during the aforementioned interviews. The result is a general roadmap that could be suitable for any process, but there are light nuances that are tailored for Fortum.
The end result is tested with a select, potential cloud case picked from the environment.
This is done to pilot the validity of the template, but to also to give the company a starting
point for possible future implementations. The testing is conducted in the same manner as
a paper prototype, where the template is processed by answering a series of questions. Additional input during the testing comes from the company thesis supervisors.

1.3 Research structure
The thesis is divided into seven chapters. The second chapter explains cloud computing
and services on a general level. It starts from the definition of the cloud and ends in its
benefits and drawbacks. How to determine what can be taken to the cloud and how to approach it is addressed in chapter three. This chapter is a deep dive into the matters that
need to be taken into account when moving to the cloud.
As the first chapters are very specific on explaining the cloud itself, the trading environment is introduced in chapter four. This chapter also includes past cloud cases done within
the trading and energy company sector to review the difficulties that are particular to this
type of an environment. In addition, with the knowledge from cloud and trading, the cloud
template validation candidates are able to be selected in the end of chapter four.
The fifth chapter is the template chapter. Here, the template is presented and the steps are
explained briefly. The cost comparison and template validation are also included under this
chapter. The last two chapters address the future of the cloud at Fortum and summarize the
thesis.
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2 CLOUD COMPUTING
2.1 Defining the cloud
For individuals, cloud is a means of sharing information. People share photographs and
thoughts via social network websites. People share information with themselves, by saving,
a calendar note for example, on their phones and it instantly appears on their home computer. Consumers may also have information shared to them. Netflix is a cloud service that
can be used with a cell phone or any other Internet enabled device. So is YouTube.
For business, cloud is a means of sharing business logic. Cloud enables the providers and
consumers of the products and services to interact more easily because the traditionally
necessary IT support is needed to a lesser extent. The provider provides the infrastructure
and keeps it up to date, while the customer is able to use the service as they please within
the constraints of the chosen service. Cloud computing should alleviate resources from IT
and give the organization the ability to funnel resources into their core activities.
"Cloud computing" is a term that can be found on almost every technology related article
today. Everything is "synced" into cloud in real-time in a collaborative software as a service (SaaS) environment by utilizing the most cutting edge rapid provisioning techniques.
Cloud is the term du jour for which everyone has a different definition for and many companies are tackling to harness this technology to enable cloud in their own environments.
First, one needs to know what cloud computing even stands for. One of the most prominent
definitions is the one defined by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
The definition can be found below.
“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of five
essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models". (Mell and
Grance 2011)
There is mention of five characteristics in the definition that are essential to cloud computing. These five characteristics are on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource
10

pooling, rapid elasticity and measured service. These characteristics are explained in the
list below. (Mell and Grance 2011)


On-demand self-service refers to automatic computing capability provision without human interaction, which means that the customer can acquire and remove resources without interacting with the service provider.



With broad network access, the resources are accessed over network with standard mechanisms such as a web browser. It is common that a cloud service is device
independent, promoting thin clients, which rely on the processing power of another
computer.



Resource pooling or multi-tenancy model allows the cloud provider to share resources between multiple customers. Resources are also location independent
which allows for additional flexibility.



Rapid elasticity means elastic provisioning into both directions, up and down,
quickly with seemingly unlimited resources. There are often no quantity or time
limitations for the provisioning.



The fifth characteristic, measured service, refers to the pay-per-use services that
automatically enable excellent control over the service use and automatic metering
capabilities. (Mell and Grance 2011)

The NIST definition also mentions three most common service models that relate to cloud
computing. These service models are explained in the next section.

2.2 Service models
Cloud computing is based on Service-oriented architecture (SOA), which describes application functionality that can be used as services. Service-oriented applications can be
thought as reusable, while providing functionality that is not revealed to its user. The purpose of SOA is to provide its users with the possibility to claim certain software functionality as an extension to existing software or to build new entities (Antoniades 2014, p. 910). This chapter touches the services that are provided under the cloud computing moniker.
Business processes are how work gets done, and these processes are supported by several
11

applications, that are supported by a platform that is supported by an infrastructure that
provides storage, communications and processing. Each of these can be replaced with a
cloud service. With knowledge of these models, a business can choose the most effective
IT services at a lower cost, by looking outside the company walls.
2.2.1 Everything as a service
Multiple different service models exist to the extent that there is talk about everything as a
service (XaaS). The X refers to the fact that almost anything imaginable could be thought
as a service. A few examples include database as a service, storage as a service and testing as a service. However, the most common used service model terms, even defined by
NIST, are software as a service, platform as a service (PaaS) and infrastructure as a service. This research will further on refer to different cloud service models as SaaS, PaaS and
IaaS. (Linthicum 2010, p. 37-38)
Before diving to each individual service model, the architecture could be viewed as a
whole. Figure 1 illustrates the relationships of the different service models and it also
shows where the client and server fit in the cloud layer architecture. In addition, the same
figure could be viewed from a traditional computing environment perspective, where SaaS,
PaaS and IaaS would be replaced by applications, platform and infrastructure.

Figure 1. Cloud environment layers
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The first layer, client, consists of the hardware and software used to receive the cloud service. SaaS, PaaS and IaaS layers are related to their respective cloud computing services,
which are explained below. Server layer, consists of the hardware and software used to
deliver the cloud services. All of these together build a successful means of delivering content to the user.
Software as a service, SaaS, is an application hosted on the cloud provider's infrastructure.
This application is accessible with various client devices through an interface. The interface is often a web browser, such as web-based email or cloud storage, or a program interface such as the standalone application for Dropbox. The consumer has no control over the
underlying infrastructure. Network, operating systems and storage are obscured from the
consumer. The only exception, according to Mell and Grance, may be limited user-specific
application configuration settings. SaaS products are generally thought to be for individual
use, but the customer relationship management solutions from Salesforce and cloud middleware offerings of Apprenda have proven SaaS to be more than web-based email and
storage. (Rackspace 2013)
Platform as a service, PaaS, serves the customer the capability to deploy their own applications using the programming languages, services and tools provided by the cloud supplier.
PaaS providers typically have Linux or Windows operating systems, with SQL databases
and support for standard programming languages (OpenGroup 2011). Support is also provided for newer languages and frameworks like Ruby on Rails and NoSQL databases
(Heroku 2014). Just like SaaS, the consumer does not have control over the infrastructure.
However, PaaS enables the user to freely control the deployed applications and their configuration settings. (Mell and Grance 2011)
The next service model, Infrastructure as a service, also abbreviated as IaaS, is strongly
based on the virtualization of hardware resources. Platform virtualization is a way for a
computer to act as if it was a different computer. This often means that there is a baseline
operating system, running Linux for example, which then hosts one or more virtual machines running different operating system. This is backed up by software that knows how
to imitate these virtualized operating systems. Virtualization is seen as an efficient way of
taking the most out of hardware, as several machines can run on a single central processing
unit and then take every piece of computing power out of that unit. Moreover, while a vir13

tual machine may be slower at communicating with the hardware due to the middleware
software for hosting the machine, it greatly reduces overhead costs by giving the users a
possibility to use one computer for several tasks instead of one. (Shaw and Bach 2010, p.
165 - 167)
IaaS provides the customer the capability to control operating systems, storage and deployed applications as it is based on virtual machines. The customer is able to provision
nearly anything, all the way to the servers, but they do not have control on the underlying
cloud infrastructure. IaaS is basically an extension to the regular outsourcing model, where
the customer does not own the hardware and outsources the operation to the supplier. The
upside of IaaS is the speed of provision and the extended amount of control compared to
PaaS and SaaS, as the customer does not have to be in contact with the supplier and they
have access on the operating system layer. Like with other cloud service models, extra resources are acquired through an interface with no human interaction. (OpenGroup 2011)
2.2.2 Service model suitability
Rackspace has collected some ideas on where each cloud service model makes sense. Figure 2 presents a brief overview on what the typical cases for using these service models
are.

Figure 2. Service model suitability
A SaaS solution is generally good when there is a need for a solution that does not directly
affect the company competitiveness. For something that is needed to get the work done.
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There are also a lot of free SaaS solutions available, so they may prove highly useful for
projects and other short-term endeavors. The ease of SaaS also points to intermediate software, where there is need for access for the company and the outside world. Good examples of viable SaaS solutions are web-based email, project management applications and
campaign software. SaaS is not meant for fast processing of real time data. (Rackspace
2013)
PaaS is very efficient for collaborative development, because via real time web interfaces,
all of the developers and external parties can stay up to date with the development process
and they are given a channel to interact with it. Rackspace case study also shows that a
PaaS solution may prove valuable for customers that have an existing data source and want
to leverage that data. The problem with PaaS generally is that it lacks in portability and the
application has to be developed with the given resources. If the PaaS only provides support
for Java, then Java it is. (Rackspace 2013)
If a company is starting out and they do not have the capital to invest in hardware of their
own, IaaS may just be the solution. IaaS is an excellent way to move from capital expenses
to operative expenses by using the provider’s hardware and paying solely for the use. It
also enables fast allocation of new resources, such as new virtual machines. If there is a
temporary infrastructure need, for expected or unexpected load spikes, automated IaaS
provision can help with that. However, it should be noted that an on premise solution may
likely be faster to use than a cloud solution due to network issues or general connection
speeds. (Rackspace 2013)

2.3 Deployment models
There are four deployment models defined by NIST. The deployment models are an important part of choosing the right cloud service. While cloud may provide major cost savings and efficiency upgrades, it can bring security risks and challenges for IT management,
particularly because some parts of the service are out of the reach of the customer.
The most common cloud deployment model is the public cloud. In this case, the cloud infrastructure is owned by the organization selling cloud services. A public cloud service is
inexpensive, if not initially free, to setup. The cost is further enhanced by the fact, that
15

multi-tenancy is heavily used for benefit in the public deployment model. This means that
every customer will be sharing resources with other customers. No user is exposed to the
data of the other user, but multi-tenancy simply enables the cloud provider to use their resources at full efficiency. In addition, the cloud provider has done all of the work needed to
create the cloud, the consumer just has to configure it to their needs. (Mell and Grance
2011)
The other common deployment model, private cloud, is a cloud infrastructure operated
solely for the customer (Mell and Grance, 2011). While more expensive, a private cloud
deployment model has various benefits that are particularly interesting for companies with
confidential data and other worries about security. In addition to extra resilience and the
absence of network restrictions provided by a self-controlled infrastructure, large enterprises can abuse the multi-tenancy model for their own purposes, which can improve efficiency a lot. The private cloud infrastructure can be built on premise or off-premise, and it
can also be managed by a third party, which is usually referred to as virtual private cloud
(VPC). One of the most known VPC provider is Amazon. The customer can provision a
logically isolated section of Amazon Web Services (AWS) for its private use (Amazon
2014). However, private cloud does have its downsides. Establishing a private cloud takes
a significant capital investment to procure the necessary high-end hardware and according
to OpenGroup (2011) this establishment phase may take up to 36 months. The estimate is
based on making sure every key requirement is met and availability is up to par. Other
downsides are learning curve and technology. For example, integration with old and traditional technology is inevitable and may need a lot of skill to succeed in. (Aerohive 2013)
There are two more deployment models that may not be so commonly spoken of. Community cloud and hybrid cloud. Community cloud is essentially a public cloud that is shared
with select organizations. Setup for individual organizations is swift as in a regular public
cloud, but creating and managing the cloud still has to be done just as in a private cloud
model. However, this time it is done as a community. Hybrid cloud on the other hand is a
blend of various cloud systems. A hybrid cloud could be composited of a private and a
public cloud, where private cloud hosts the business critical information and systems, and
public cloud would be essentially used for backup or peaks of load. (Mell and Grance
2011)
16

2.4 Using cloud services
Cloud services may be used as additional services to support business, such as a SaaS
CRM solution by SalesForce to sit side-by-side with other existing applications, but cloud
is often also used as a way to develop software with ease and then share the end product
with customers. The ease of development comes from the fact that cloud suppliers often
offer a development environment, likely a PaaS, which provide the developers a real-time
environment for version control and the ability to run software directly from the service.
Also, access to the documentation and code is also eased with web based services: the user
can get a hold of the service with any device as long as there is proper access rights for the
user and Internet connection. (OpenGroup 2011)
The typical setting for an on-demand self-service cloud is one which takes minimal effort
from both parties. Sign up, billing access, admin capabilities and cloud service operation
are typically enabled for the consumer. The end-user does not interact with the CSP, even
though they can have visibility to these aspects. For example, if acquiring additional resources to run a certain task, the cost of this should be presented to the end-user.
Using the cloud as a developer is a whole new process for people used to traditional environments. The developer has to take in account several characteristics that only exist when
using a cloud platform for development or deployment. Firstly, the developer should be
aware of cloud characteristics to benefit from it. Like the real-time nature mentioned
above. Cloud development dependency in some steps may be a limiting factor. Not so
much with IaaS where provision and metering can be done on a very deep level, but with
PaaS, the developer is restricted to the hardware, operating systems and programming languages provided by the cloud service provider (CSP). The developer must also be highly
aware of the costing model of the CSP. Acquiring more resources is simple, but it can get
costly if done recklessly. Developer use of cloud resources needs to be monitored. Traditionally, a developer may have created several duplicates of work for backup and testing
and it costs nothing at all as everything is paid for already. For a cloud service, using "hard
disk" space may cost by the byte and certainly by the server. The CSP also has to be reliable and the Service-level Agreement (SLA) should be clear. (Yara et al. 2009, p. 81-83, 87)
An SLA is a contract between the service provider and the service user, which generally
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states the responsibilities of the service provider. SLA protects the user as it states the level
of the service to be delivered (Preimesberger 2014b, p. 1). The pricing information is also
resolved within the SLA. It is said that the cloud providers do not always fulfil the SLAs
due to data center outages or errors. If the SLA is not met, the user will be compensated
according to the agreement. Not fulfilling the SLAs will lead to economic penalties, but it
will also reflect badly on the CSPs reputation. Therefore, some research on the CSPs values may be beneficial before agreeing with any contracts. (Macias & Guitart 2014, p. 1-2)
Something that relates closely to SLAs is technical support. Cloud providers generally
provide different levels of support depending on the needs of the customer. These different levels add additional support features and improved response times, but also increase
the monthly costs of the service exponentially ranging from free to 12000 euros a month.
For example, to receive response times of less than one hour from Microsoft Azure would
cost almost 750 euros a month. However, there is round-the-clock phone support included.
With the same plan, Amazon offers support services at 80 euros. Both companies also offer
very expensive 15-minute support and dedicated account managers if the customer has
large scale cloud operations. (Amazon 2014; Microsoft 2014)
Just like in an outsourcing case, some product version upgrades or even configuration may
have to be done by the CSP, which increases human interaction, which leads to waiting,
which leads to more money spent. Also, something that will be talked about in more depth
in further chapters is in-house IT integration. Integrating cloud with traditional software
may be one of the hardest tasks that large enterprises particularly will encounter while deploying a cloud service. Some things that "just work" in a traditional environment may
need significant rework with cloud services. (Armbrust et al. 2009, p. 13)
As mentioned above, cloud services may be used to obtain computing resources to support
business activities. A company may, for example, use a cloud service to host data for their
website. Companies such as Firebase, call this kind of storage "store and sync" and claim
that their services provide excellent capabilities for instant synchronization via their cloud
storage (Firebase 2014). However, in every case it should be noted that the provider may
not own the resources they are providing. The consumer should be aware of the contract
and make sure it still has the wanted governance over the data it pushes into cloud.
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2.5 Benefits of cloud computing
As there is constant pressure to do more with less, companies are turning towards cloud to
achieve great benefits. According to Weinmann (2012), all companies could benefit from
cloud computing. He says that a hybrid solution, where the company utilizes both public
and private cloud would be the most optimal solution. This way the company would
achieve benefits from both deployment models. Weinmann (2012) talks about a handful of
business benefits that can be achieved with cloud computing. This section will go through
some of the possible business benefits of cloud, and also some of the more technical ones.
(Weinmann 2012, p. 17)
Before diving directly into details, figure 3 summarizes the main benefits of a cloud service implementation.

Figure 3. Cloud benefits radial
Even though in the figure every benefit of cloud seem equal, cost savings are likely to be
the number one benefit that organizations are looking to achieve when thinking about transitioning to the cloud. The obvious reason, why cloud is generally is cheaper than a tradi19

tional solution, is that large cloud providers are able to benefit from multi-tenancy and
therefore they can utilize their resources at maximum capacity. High utilization would
mean relatively lower costs. This explains why the services are offered at a lower cost, but
for the consumer itself, more savings come from the fact that they only pay for what they
use. For example, if the customer uses ten machines for a five minute calculation, they pay
for that use only. On the other hand, if they leave those ten machines allocated to them for
a day or two, the cost savings will vanish. For this reason "we absolutely get cost savings
from cloud, no matter what" can be an over-statement if monitoring is lacking and cloud
services are used recklessly with no idea about the cost of each allocated resource. (Cooter
2013)
Additional components of achieving cost savings with cloud are transitioning from client
processing to server processing and proper handling of traffic load fluctuation. Significant
reductions can be done by providing the end-user cheaper devices instead of high-end
computers with a lot of processing power. If the organization's network is reliable and fast,
this may be a good way to decrease costs by putting most of the processing on the backend.
In addition, if company's traffic load varies a lot, a public or hybrid solution might help.
This way cost savings come from pooling traffic with other users. Automatic provision of
resources to account for load peaks is something that cloud really excels at. With a traditional system, getting extra resources can take a few weeks to get through all of the bureaucracy. However, if the load varies predictably and the company is well aware of the
situation, they likely already have set up extra machines to account for the peaks. In this
case, a new cloud service would not help much. (OpenGroup 2011)
A little bit in the vein of cost savings is the nature of a cloud investment. It is very likely
that large investments into IT equipment get turned down if there is little proof of the impact of this investment. However, using cloud services means that costs become operation
expenses (OPEX). With OPEX, the expenditure is easier to control and this may enable
more efficient planning. For a Chief Information Officer (CIO) it is always a challenge to
decide on how and when to phase out older equipment. A cloud-based infrastructure means
that the headache of evaluating server life expectancy is moved to the cloud provider, who
is likely to always work with modern and energy-efficient equipment. (Cooter 2013)
Adopting new technology as a means to bring cost savings sounds good. However, it is not
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the only reason a company should move from old to new. Especially, when cloud technology has plenty of other benefits for the company to grasp. Aforementioned on-demand
self-service is something really central in what makes cloud computing special and highly
agile and scalable. There are countless examples of companies that have to acquire large
amounts of computing resources to account for certain peaks of load during a business
year. For example, a retailer often faces a peak during Christmas season and therefore has
to acquire a large amount of resource. For this reason, the retailer would have excess resources all around the year except for Christmas, and having resources sitting in standby
mode is not exactly free (Cooter 2013). Configuring a cloud system to have automatic resource scaling that matches the demand would enable the lowest cost of operation at all
times. And even if the cloud system would not be automatic, provisioning additional resources could be done with a click of a button in an interface, with zero human interaction.
This interface would either be a portal provided by the CSP, a third party created cloud
management system or an in-house interface, which is made easy for the end user to get
resources with. This kind of system would need some overseeing though, as end-users
could easily provision a lot of resources if no restrictions are set. More on this in chapter
3.5. (Olavsrud 2014)
The agility benefits come mainly with a public cloud service. With a private cloud, there
still is a large capital expense (CAPEX) to acquire the hardware on which to run the cloud
system. After the organization has an established private cloud, it works just as a public
one would. However, public cloud should definitely be considered as it frees up even more
IT resources. There is less need for training as most support is handled by the provider. In
addition to freeing some time from the human IT resources, obtaining hardware resources
for development and testing of software is a process that requires a lot of patience. By utilizing cloud, the organization can eliminate the delay in enabling development resources.
Also, additional business risk can be eliminated because there is often no up-front payment. It should be noted that public cloud is a way of outsourcing, and therefore the organization IT staff only needs to have generic training on cloud services. (OpenGroup 2011)
Another concern that the self-service feature of a cloud service helps in making more efficient is maintaining software. A large chunk of an IT employees' work week may be spent
on sudden updates and patches that should be done because something has somehow bro21

ken in a tool. There is very little time to plan for these types of updates and the responsible
person usually just has to go with it. Now, with cloud-enabled enterprise management
tools, updating is simplified as the system managers are given an overview of all the physical and virtual assets in a single view. For Microsoft's services, System Center is a tool that
helps with this. (Cooter 2013)
Like agility and cost reductions, speed is one of the most commonly spoken of benefit of
cloud computing. Traditionally, taking new services and resources into use would take
days or even weeks due to bureaucracy and all the setup needed for a new server and so on.
A cloud provider would get these services up in minutes or hours. Traditionally, if a business unit has a sudden need for additional resources, they would contact the IT department
who would then escalate the request to the right people who would order new hardware
and install new software. As mentioned, this would take a while. With a cloud system such
as Microsoft Azure, the business unit could provision the resources by themselves and start
using the virtual server immediately. Microsoft Azure also provides a service catalogue
from which the user can swiftly select the wanted services, such as a database, and get the
service into use swiftly. These services can then be shut down and started easily again
when needed. The ephemeral nature of the cloud however means that once you shut down
the virtual machine, where you have built your cloud service, the data residing on that machine is gone. This is why cloud providers offer persistent storage in addition to the virtual
machines and other things. What comes to systems and setting up a swift environment,
Amazon, for example, utilizes Amazon Machine Images (AMI) on which the user can create an image of the environment he or she wants to set up. This environment can be set up
all the way from operating system to applications. The image is then bundled and used to
install the systems whenever needed. This feature enables fast deployment of customized
setups. For a more default setting, there are various global AMIs to choose from, such as a
default Linux server one. By enabling self-provision, the company can be way more efficient by not working through IT first. (Amazon 2014; Microsoft 2014)
If a company uses a common system provider already for its other-than-cloud tools, such
as Microsoft, integrating cloud with existing infrastructure can be easier as it is already a
built-in part of the infrastructure. For example, Windows Server 2012 is designed from the
outset to be cloud-enabled. It can be deployed by the service provider or consumed via
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Microsoft Azure (Microsoft 2014). The best part of this service is, that it does not operate
in isolation. It works with the mix of, for example, Visual Studio and SQL Server. Microsoft's Cloud OS makes working with a mix of systems and software easier by providing
a common platform for services, data, management and development (Microsoft Cloud OS
2014). It should be cleared that MS Azure refers to the cloud computing platform and infrastructure, while Cloud OS refers to the features of the new generation of Microsoft's
applications and systems. According to an article by Brian Nelson from 2013 the new application updates for Windows Server, Visual Studio and SQL Server are what describe the
Cloud OS. Windows Server R2 allows for faster Virtual Machine (VM) live migration
without stopping the VM, Visual Studio 2013 provides a production-like development environment by allowing the user to use real-time replicas of the production environment and
Microsoft SQL Server 2014 includes the ability to backup directly to Windows Azure. The
SQL Server can reside on premise while the data is kept in the Azure cloud. Enterprises
with extensive partnerships with Microsoft would benefit greatly from the cloud integration capabilities that Microsoft offers. (Nelson 2013)
Something that is always associated with the cloud is flexibility and collaboration. Because
cloud services are generally accessible from anywhere, and anything, with an Internet connection, they are naturally quite flexible in terms of the user location and device. There are
a lot of workplaces where it is almost a given, that the worker is always able to work, even
though the general working hours are from nine to five. Cloud services give, for example, a
trader the possibility to make trades on their phones and an IT person to solve incident
tickets with their tablet, provided that the tools themselves are convenient to work with on
a smaller screen. Accessibility is a double-edged sword. On the other hand, the workforce
can always be connected to their job, but on the other hand, it becomes near impossible to
manage all the devices that access the company's internal tools. For this reason, centralized
user control and a Single Sign On (SSO) cross-cloud authentication system, which gives
the user access to everything their username has enabled with a single login, are important
matters to solve inside the company. (Cooter 2013)
Cloud computing also has a large effect on the overall quality and maintenance capabilities
of IT. It naturally enables efficient measurement. In fact, measuring is essential for public
cloud invoicing. Any service should be measured, but often the measurement is not suffi23

cient. Good usage information is embedded to cloud solutions as it is key for charging for
their services. Better usage information means better overview of how the enterprise is
operating. With public cloud services, less attention needs to be put on IT infrastructure, as
there is competent CSP personnel already on top of the cloud service. These people are
likely to be on top of the newest modern technology, while the customer's IT is too busy
fixing problems with existing systems. In addition, one interesting part of cloud computing
is disaster recovery (DR) and backups. DR is very key for a company. In case of a random
flood, everything could possibly be wiped out. For this reason, companies have to invest in
duplicates to maintain continuity in case of a disaster. It is very expensive to, for example,
put duplicates on another geographical location to avoid the same disaster to strike both
computers. However, CSPs offer recovery mechanisms for a small cost compared to traditional duplicates. In case of a disaster, moving to DR resources is done swiftly so that operative personnel would not experience much of a delay. However, they will be notified as
the data on the DR may be outdated to some extent depending on the used solution. A past
Fortum employee has done cloud disaster recovery research for Fortum and he found out
that cloud DR would cost less than half of what it would cost with a traditional duplicate
DR. The current cost for a certain service is around 1200 euros a month and the duplicate
would be the same. A solution from Amazon would be less than 500 euros with a Pilot
Light setup. While Pilot Light setup is only an essential recovery, it can be migrated to a
full system a lot faster than what it would take to recover from backups only. The potential
savings are huge. (Haikonen 2012)
Finally, being environmental friendly is one of the top priorities for companies nowadays,
and has been for a while now. Cloud computing is good for the environment. It is likely the
greenest option available right now, as it enables the ability to centralize data use and
therefore shut down redundant data centers that use an excessive amount of electricity.
While cloud computing probably is not the main reason for a company to transition from
traditional to cloud services, it certainly does give a good selling point for the technology.
(Linthicum 2010, p. 31)
It should be noted that there is an extensive amount of attributes used to describe the cloud,
including availability, scalability and elasticity. If a familiar term has been left out from the
radial, it is very likely that it is included under another attribute. For example, elasticity
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and scalability can be places under the speed attribute, and availability can be placed under
quality and agility.

2.6 Drawbacks and risks of cloud computing services
All of the excitement and talk about cloud and how it will fix all of the problems of an organization make it seem too good to be true. Well, cloud computing does have its drawbacks. It is important for companies to know that cloud computing is, as Linthicum (2010)
puts it, a medicine without side effects. The following radial in figure 4 illustrates the most
common cloud drawbacks.

Figure 4. Cloud drawbacks radial
The first drawback that may come to everyone's mind is most likely security. How can a
company feel safe when a large chunk of confidential data is saved in another country on
some computer that is under someone else's control? This disability to not physically see
the servers and not having them inside the great walls of the company headquarters can
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make someone feel uneasy (Linthicum 2010, p. 31-32). "How do we know who's doing
what with our data?". Well, it is difficult. However, going with a known and experienced
CSP will likely be a safe bet and will guarantee a high level of security. Again, the CSP is
on top of modern technology and have top notch security measures, specialized staff and a
greater emphasis on security. What would happen if Amazon had a security breach? Everyone would stop using their services and they would have to make up for their mistakes,
which will end up very costly. CSP:s have really stepped up the security game and they
provide extensive reports on their systems to convince even the most paranoid customers.
A good example of this is the security process whitepaper by Amazon. This can be found
in the References section of this document. It is very likely that cloud providers have higher levels of security implemented than on premise equipment. A high profile operator like
Amazon or Microsoft are more susceptible to be the target of a hacker than a small organization in a small country and therefore the security measures are taken to their fullest potential. It is important to remember that a fault in a cloud company infrastructure may kill
further business for the provider. To avoid this, security is taken to the maximum (Amazon
Web Services 2014a)
One of the disadvantages that first world country companies may not even think about is
that high speed internet is mandatory and the connection has to be constant. High speed
connection is one of the enablers of the technology. Web-based applications need a lot of
time to load and moving data in and out is a pain with a bad connection. Cloud services
simply stop working without Internet connection. For example, if a market analyst is running some long term models that take a good thirty hours to run on a traditional system and
only two hours on a cloud system that utilizes thrice the amount of computing power.
Well, that is fine and all, but if the Internet connection breaks at one hour forty minutes, it
is still frustrating to run it all over again. For this reason, the applications should know how
to continue from where they left off, even though Internet in the first world is quite reliable
at all times. (Armbrust et al. 2009, p. 16)
To support the secure high speed Internet, the company needs reliable connectivity to the
CSP. Larger enterprises have elaborate firewalls set up to eliminate the threat of a user
accidentally entering a site that may contain harmful content. To ensure safety, direct connection from end-to-end is likely blocked. This means that a user cannot just simply access
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the cloud and start sending data there. This would pose a security risk. The same goes for
accessing the company network from outside the company network. The user has to have a
virtual private network (VPN) access set up from their computer, which imitates access
from within the company network. Penetrating the firewalls that block external access can
be costly and difficult. For these kind of operations, secure networks have to be set up between the cloud provider and the customer company. This is called a site-to-site VPN. Figure 5 illustrates what this setup looks like. (Yeluri and Castro-Leon 2014, p. 127)

Figure 5. Site-to-site VPN (Yeluri and Castro-Leon 2014, p. 128)
In the figure above, there is a VPN set up between parties. This kind of setup makes the
cloud an extension of the private corporate network and ensures safety through encryption
between the endpoints. The encryption makes the data sent between parties near impossible to understand until decrypted in either location. This capability, offered by major vendors such as Citrix, enables data transfer security to the cloud. (Yeluri and Castro-Leon
2014, p. 128)
While reduced costs is a benefit, it simply does not happen by the click of a button. There
are several instances where cloud computing is not cost effective. Migrating an application
from a traditional system to cloud may prove to be a very costly operation, especially if the
application is legacy software that may need a considerable amount of refactoring, which
means a lot of development work to make the legacy application compatible with the
cloud. Proper return on investment calculations should be done before starting on the project. The plans should also include a proper exit strategy. The no-standard nature of cloud
computing means that once a company has fitted the processes for a certain provider, they
likely will not fit another provider perfectly or at all. Largely for this and security reasons,
it is a much safer bet to go with an experienced CSP. The fact that a smaller company
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could get acquired by another company that has different policies, may mean that the customer may have to switch the provider, either by going back to the traditional setup, which
will prove to be as difficult as moving to another provider. (Linthicum 2010, p. 32)
To achieve wanted cost benefits, the user has to work hard to get scalability and flexibility
correct. The CSPs price their services by-the-hour and by-the-byte, which means that there
is extra incentive for users to take care of service use. As already mentioned in 2.4, especially programmers and developers have the tendency to have many things going on at the
same time without caring what is online and what is not. Idle time is costly in the cloud.
Configuring the cloud to work in a way that either automatically takes care of resource
control by shutting instances down for the night through scheduling, or a simple functionality to shut services down manually and knowing everything is saved may not be simple.
This goes toward cloud monitoring and governance, which is discussed more in chapter
3.5. (Armbrust et al. 2009, p. 18)
Large organizations with already paid for licenses for software may cause issues when
acquiring cloud services. This mainly affects IaaS virtual machines. CSPs offer instances
with or without software, such as the operating system, pre-installed. Having a license preinstalled, depending on the license, may cost up to two hundred dollars a month in addition
to the instance uptime according to Mohan Murthy et al. (2013). It may sound simple to
just acquire instances without software and install them manually to save up in costs, but it
is highly likely that the software provider and licensing structure does not cover machines
acquired via the cloud, but if they do, according to Trappler (2013) cloud would be seen an
extension to the existing infrastructure and invoiced according to the contract. This is completely dependent on the licensing structure and is surely going to cause some difficulties,
but cloud licensing models may also benefit the user. While expensive, the CSP keeps their
software up to date and maintained. A software upgrading project can take many manhours in an in-house setting, but for the CSP, the upgrades are included in the cost. Moreover, some of the cost is reduced by the fact that the license is paid for on-demand, instead
of per user or by the bulk. (Mohan Murthy et al. 2013, p. 645 – 649)
One more major disadvantage of cloud computing is compliance. Some companies have
audits for their data and therefore the cloud provider has to be able to provide logging and
other auditing features in case an audit happens. Audits may be quite rare, but in case of an
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audit, there has to be a way to provide the needed information for the auditor. According to
Linthicum, in the past, most CSP's have not offered any auditing features, but as larger
enterprises and businesses have started to hop on the cloud computing train, the providers
have started to offer auditing services. An example of this is the AWS CloudTrail that offers an API for security analysis, resource change tracking and compliance auditing. (Linthicum 2010, p. 32)
There are also a few other concerns that the customer should consider, such as vendor
lock-in and reliability issues. Vendor lock-in is a serious concern, especially with PaaS,
with which the user may create services that cannot be replicated anywhere else but on the
selected CSPs platform. Reliability and availability are mentioned by Preimesberger
(2014b) and Armbrust et al. (2009) as a major possible issue with the cloud. In 2008, the
sum of recorded outages for cloud services was sixteen and a half hours. For users that
demand hundred percent uptime, cloud may not be the best option. These may both be major issues, depending on the requirements of the customer and the nature of the cloud service. There are also issues that relate to IT system migrations in general. Most of these
concerns are addressed in chapters 3.2 and 3.3, both of which offer insight on selecting the
correct cloud vendor. (Armbrust et al. 2014, p. 14-15)
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3 THE PROCESS FROM NOW TO CLOUD
3.1 Determining the suitability of cloud
Before going directly into implementing a cloud service to solve issues, the company
should explain themselves why cloud computing specifically is the way they want to solve
their problems. What are the specific goals that the company wishes to achieve with cloud?
Does the company hope to build new products or services, or is the cloud solution an upgrade to an older product? Old products can be augmented with on-demand and cost lowering features, but new products gain the advantages of the cloud right off the bat: rapid scaling, agility, on demand, lower costs and so forth.
Which business process would benefit from a cloud solution? A cloud service could offer
quality of service (QoS) improvements, functional improvements and increased ability to
adapt to changes. What is the IT resource situation regarding certain business processes?
Cloud could be used to enhance applications, IT infrastructure, the development process
and even the support personnel. And what is the scope of the operation? Small and large
scale operations differ quite a bit in what could be achieved with cloud computing. A small
operation could be moved to on-demand and this could possibly provide some cost reductions. For a larger scope operation, for example, something that runs every hour, an ondemand solution could be considered, but is likely not going to offer much benefits. The
same goes for complexity: cloud could reduce complexity by outsourcing parts to the service provider to take care of. Moreover, the company could ask themselves if collaboration
is a large part of the operation. With thin clients and personal productivity tools, mobile
working and work between individuals can be enhanced greatly. (OpenGroup 2011)
Not everything can be dumped into cloud with hopes of increasing value. There are certain
features in applications and processes that immediately determine whether cloud is usable
or not. It ultimately comes down to the suitability of the business process and the principles of cloud computing. Cloud computing might not always be the answer and even then,
it would not necessarily be the best one. That is why it is important to evaluate the business
process, for which the company might be thinking about a cloud solution, and see if cloud
really is the best option. (Linthicum 2010, p. 61)
Cloud has certainly become a trend

for enterprises to solve certain issues, but there are
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other options that fill somewhat the same roles. Outsourcing, for example, is a good way to
use dedicated specialists for certain tasks and also, a good way to reduce capital expenditure, just like cloud. In addition, virtualization is a big part of outsourcing and deploying
additional resources is quite swift, just as with cloud.
3.1.1 Suitability question sequence
There are ten questions that will help in assessing a business process for cloud compatibility. OpenGroup (2011) has built a sequence of questions that can be viewed to determine
the suitability of cloud computing regarding a single business process. The sequence is
illustrated below.

Figure 6. Assessing Cloud Suitability (OpenGroup 2011)
The assessment sequence in figure 6 is a simple way to swiftly review a business process
and evaluate whether it is suitable for a cloud solution or not. The questions are likely to
evoke new ideas for the user and therefore the assessment process may take some iteration
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before the answers are crystal clear. The following list explains the steps a bit more.
1. Business verticality in this case means that if the process consists of several number of small processes that have consistent requirements, the process is considered
vertical. For example, the business processes may rely on particular applications
and therefore should have similar requirements. A horizontal process would have
no inter-dependencies between processes and applications. If the business situation
is horizontal, the applications are not likely to be differentiating, or at least they
should be evaluated separately, and therefore the company would jump directly to
step 3.
2. Differentiating process is a process that gives the company an edge in competing
with competitors. For example, a process that strongly facilitates electricity price
forecasting. An update testing process is not a differentiating process, because it
does not create direct competitive edge.
3. Outsourcing impediments would be something like long-term contracts that cannot be broken at this very moment, assets with depreciation value, business culture,
geographic locations or various regulations. For example, price forecasting processes should likely be kept in-house because of confidentiality.
4. Cloud impediments, such as huge investments in internal hardware, poor network
connection, inability to reach high enough SLA percent or resource sharing restrictions would create a situation where the cloud solution should be re-considered
even though it would otherwise benefit the solution.
5. Business driver compatibility means that if the company has, for example, a need
for rapid scaling of capacity and a better QoS, the cloud service is fitting. If there is
no need for the benefits that the cloud generally gives, there is no particular reason
for cloud implementation. The following steps are side-rails for this sequence as
this question, number five, is likely the final one.
6. A private platform solution would be an option if the company has outsourcing
impediments. If the company is not willing to build its own private cloud system,
while outsourcing is not possible, a cloud solution is not a match for the business
process.
7. Application insulation refers to the fact that changes in the process or the application will not affect each other. For example, moving the underlying application into
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the cloud should maintain the business process as is.
8. IT differentiation happens when IT is an integral part of the differentiation. If not,
IT is just supporting the differentiating business process.
9. Custom hardware, operating system and applications would mean that there is
likely no cloud solution that would provide the same amount of customization as
the current setup. For example, legacy solutions may be highly custom and they
may need a lot of transformation to work with cloud. Question number ten is basically the same question as nine, but it is important to find out which layer is custom. If just the application is custom, an IaaS or PaaS solution would be still good.
(OpenGroup 2011)
The questions above are not necessarily needed to go through step by step. If a company
has realized that something could be moved into cloud and it could benefit from it, the
company can use certain questions to help in deciding if it is a good option.
There are some general rules that can be drawn from the question sequence. An application
that is tightly coupled with another application, is not a good fit for cloud; cloud computing
fits best when an application or process is independent from others. This generally means
that, for example, if two applications rely on the same database and moving this database
to the cloud is part of the plan, both applications need cloud configuration which can prove
highly difficult due to the different needs of these applications. Same goes for points of
integration. If the points are well-defined, a cloud service will not be meddling too much
with the configurations. (Linthicum 2010, p. 186-187)
A few key points that would also make implementing a cloud service viable would be a
healthy enterprise architecture, want for cost savings, a reliable Internet connection and a
new application implementation (Linthicum 2010). Legacy applications, proprietary languages and other mechanisms can make moving into cloud more difficult and costly. According to Linthicum (2010), need for high security can also be a weak spot in a cloud solution. However, since the publication of his 2010 book, cloud computing has evolved a
lot. Large and experienced service providers like Amazon, Microsoft, Google and
Salesforce have implemented really elaborative security measures as can be seen in the
AWS security document found in the references. Moreover, concerns with the location,
particularly where personal data cannot be transmitted outside EU, have been an issue but
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nowadays the larger CSP's are using data centers in Europe. Also, if security really is an
issue, a private solution will offer more security capabilities as it will be located in-house.
(Sultan 2011, p. 274-275)
3.1.2 Suitability interview questions
In addition to the questions created by OpenGroup, there are a few more questions outside
of the sequence that could help with deciding on the cloud suitability of a process. This
questionnaire can also be used to generally assess what kind of processes there are in a
business environment, what are the pitfalls of these processes and what are the future
wants and needs. The questionnaire is based on the cloud benefit and drawback research
done in this thesis project.


What is the general purpose of this business process or application?



Which applications are reliant on this process or application?



Vice versa, which applications does this one rely on?



Who are the primary stakeholders?



How do they operate?



What is the role of IT regarding this process? What about the supplier?



What kinds of resources are needed? Are there load peaks?



Is the data handled highly confidential? Location restrictions?



Is the application/process in daily use?



Is there any heavy calculating involved?



What is the schedule like?



Is there operation on working hours only?



What is the current cost situation of this process?



Where could we do cost reductions?



Are there any daily challenges?



Are there any wants or needs for the future regarding this process?

After going through these questions, and possibly ending up deciding that cloud computing
is a good fit, the company must decide which form of cloud computing is right for them.
The service models are explained more thoroughly in chapter 2.2, but it is good to revise
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what features affect the suitability of a certain service with the selected business processes.
A SaaS service is not fitting for the company if it uses custom applications. SaaS services
are provided as-is, such as web-based email applications. There is not much configuration
that the company can do to fit the product to their business process. SaaS is excellent for
outsourcing IT support as the service provider is responsible of almost everything, provided that there is a SaaS service that suits the company needs. However, if the company
looks for a higher level of control, IaaS or PaaS may suit their needs more. (Rackspace
2013)
An IaaS service gives the company the most amount of flexibility, as they can install their
own applications and monitor the use of resources such as memory and processing. IaaS is
used to obtain remote hardware quickly without the need to actually procure it. If the company uses common hardware and operating systems for their processes, setting up IaaS is
swift. A general purpose for IaaS is to extend current data center infrastructure for temporary workload handling. (Rackspace 2013)
A PaaS solution, such as Heroku cloud application platform or Apprenda, provides a set of
programming languages and ready-made applications for the company to use. A PaaS solution is generally used to increase developer productivity by diminishing the amount of coding required. For example, setting up a MongoDB database in Heroku requires just a few
clicks to enable it for the application. PaaS would be a good option if the software components provided by the service are sufficient for the customer. (Rackspace 2013)

3.2 Cloud service requirements
After deciding that cloud is probably a good fit for a certain business process and the wishes for the cloud solution are established, it is time for the company to evaluate various
cloud service providers and their services. The OpenGroup (2011) document suggests that
models are created for the financial and workload aspects of cloud services. Even though
cloud itself may be a perfect fit for a process, a service that fits the purpose should be
found also. These models will help in deciding which service suits the process the best.
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3.2.1 Workload and cost models
A workload model is key in assessing the amount of processing the service must handle,
and also how this processing varies with users and events. With a workload model, the
company can evaluate the possible costs for the service. Workload depends on predictability and variability. In order to efficiently evaluate the costs of the service, the company
should evaluate what kind of events would occur when using the service. Would there be a
steady load for every hour of the year? Are there scheduled events that need more capacity
every month? Is there randomness that would cause load peaks at unexpected moments?
How many users use the service and at what times? All this should be evaluated from past
experience or expert analysis.
From the established workload model, it is natural to move towards cost modeling. According to OpenGroup, it is typical for a cloud service to cost less in short usage bursts, but
for steady use, an in-house solution would likely cost less. The following figures demonstrate the CAPEX and OPEX split that will likely happen between cloud and in-house solutions. The charts are based on OpenGroup's research in 2011 and they also illustrate how
cloud works best for short burst use, in synergy with on premise equipment. It should be
noted that the charts do not include any numerical values as they solely represent the balance between IT service contracts.

Figure 7. IT service annual cost with fixed workload (OpenGroup, 2011)
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In the picture above the service is running non-stop for the whole year. According to figure
7, when there is fixed workload, a cloud solution would be a few times more costly than an
in-house one. Also, with a reserved, cloud with quite large workloads, cloud seems like an
unnecessary cost on top of the in-house system. When looking at the figure below, where
there are variable costs and workload involved, it is a whole different story.

Figure 8. IT service annual cost with fixed and variable workload (OpenGroup, 2011)
In figure 8, the service has a set runtime during the year, with moments of needed extra
resources. When using an IaaS or PaaS cloud solution, the company is able to deploy a
hybrid solution where the fixed workload is run on in-house servers and the peaks, variable
workload, are handled with public or VPC. As mentioned before, the on-demand nature of
cloud will cost for only the used hours.
It should be noted that when building a workload model and moving towards a cost model,
it should include processing power, memory, storage and input/output (I/O) measurements.
These measurements should be accomplished for the peak resource level, usage per period
and for rate of resource change, as switching the service on and off again may include a
cost, also. One of the most difficult points in creating these models is to use exactly the
same units as the cloud provider is using. It is suggested that a specialist, such as a knowledgeable member of the IT team or an external consultant, should be used for the task.
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The company should not blindly trust the models even though they may appear very reliable with a specialist consult and all. It is suggested that a benchmark program is created to
test data use with the considered services before going all-in. With a cloud solution, this is
easier as the company does not need to purchase the necessary hardware to run the tests, it
can simply use the on-demand self-service nature of the cloud services to their advantage.
(OpenGroup 2011)
3.2.2 Cloud implementation requirements
Workload models and cost models are not enough when choosing a cloud service. The
services are different and even though something costs way less than the other, there may
be key differences in features. Some particular things may end up being deal-breakers,
such as legislation. In addition to the mandatory requirements, there may be optional requirements that would be good to have. When comparing different services, the mandatory
requirements must be fulfilled first and the optional requirements should be evaluated according to what matters the most to the company and the business process at hand. If the
company uses IT Service Management (ITSM), it should be used as a basis for the common requirements. OpenGroup has collected a good set of requirements that target cloud
computing specifically. These requirements are split into six categories: functionality, supplier choice, performance, manageability, security and compliance. These categories and
their sub-requirements are presented in the tables below. (OpenGroup 2011)
Table 1 can be used to help with setting requirements for what the service should do functionally. It is highly important to define functional requirements as there are major differences in these parts of cloud services, as cloud providers have different service catalogues
and tend to have an area that they focus more on. It all boils down to selecting the correct
service model. If the company uses a custom operating system, acquiring an IaaS service is
the only choice as the company can install it on top of bare resources. PaaS and SaaS can
fulfil more light-weight requirements, but are heavily bound to the offerings of a CSP.
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Table 1. Functionality requirements
Requirement

Description

Service Func- Depending on the service model, the company should put down retionality

quirements for the needed operating system(s), programming languages
and for example, development environment support.

Backup

The frequency and features of cloud service backups should be considered. If the company desires to have automatic daily backups and easy
access to said backups, it should be stated in the requirements.

Bulk

The maximum data transfer rate is very important to know if the company wishes to send bulk data to the cloud continuously. In addition,

Data Transfer

the possible movement to another service provider at some point may
be an issue with huge amounts of data.

However, if the company uses a common Windows OS for example, IaaS providers usually also offer pre-installed services. Note that the operating systems may differ in cost. Then
again, if the company has a ready coded system and they just wish to deploy it, a PaaS solution might be suitable if the platform includes the used programming languages and other
tools needed for the system to work. (OpenGroup 2011)
Evaluating similar suppliers is highly worth it regarding cloud providers. It should be set as
a requirement that there are similar suppliers simply to ensure a proper exit strategy. The
lack of cloud service configuration and management standards can make finding similar
providers a daunting task, but having similarities will help in negotiations greatly in terms
of prices and SLAs. More on similar suppliers can be found in chapter 3.3, which includes
information on vendor lock-in.
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Table 2. Performance requirements
Requirement

Description

Availability

The way a company reports its uptime makes a difference. 99,9% is
different from 99,999%. If the customer is looking for a reliable service, the exact promised uptime has to be clarified with the supplier.

Reliability

MTTR (Maximum Time to Repair) and MTBF (Maximum Time Between Failures) are both figures that can be used as requirements for
how long an outage can last or how many outages are allowed.

Recoverability

As in the Reliability requirements above, there are two figures that
could be used to set recoverability requirements. RTO (Recovery
Time Objective) and RPO (Recovery Point Objective) express the
time it takes to recover data from a backup in case of a disaster, and
the point from which onward data may be lost.

Responsiveness How quickly should the system respond to user input? Ignoring the
network delays that are outside of the supplier’s control, the only latency that can be specified is from the end-user to the cloud system.
This can be as low as one millisecond. It is important to note, that
under-utilized in-house systems are faster than highly-utilized cloud
systems and therefore, if something has to be especially swift, an inhouse solution is usually the quickest.
Throughput

A requirement should be set for the amount of work a computer can
do during a time period. This is reflected from the workload model.

Requirements for general use, presented above in table 2, are important to ensure that there
are no surprises regarding downtime or lag with the service. There are things that are out of
the CSP’s control like network delays, but general responsiveness can be set as a requirement. Recoverability is also crucial as some businesses may rely completely on the information kept in their systems. (OpenGroup 2011)
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Table 3. Manageability requirements
Requirement

Description

Configurability

Suppliers may offer different ways for configuring and provisioning
resources. The company should sort out if it needs automatic provisioning via software, fast provisioning, various resource combinations
to provision or something else.

Reporting

Cloud services will offer reports due to billing per use, but the company may have requirements for additional reporting that may be particularly handy for, for example, development.

Fault Manage- The required form of support (help desk) should be stated.
ment

Table 3 above defines a few requirements regarding manageability. Applications may have
different requirements regarding the on-demand self-service nature of cloud computing:
some applications would benefit greatly from automated provisioning of resources, while
some applications benefit from more manual control. In addition, the type of reporting
needed may also differ. Some companies may require a certain file type of reports for processing. (OpenGroup 2011)
Table 4 includes some notes on laying out the security requirements, an often discussed
subject when cloud computing is mentioned. Security is likely of highest concern to most
companies eager in transitioning to the cloud. Nowadays, cloud providers provide very
thorough security documentation (see Amazon) for customers to see whether the security
provided is extensive enough. Setting these different requirements and making sure with
the provider that everything is set up as requested, security should not be an issue. As mentioned in chapter 2.6, security has been a critical concern a few years back, but cloud providers have put major resources into security and today, cloud suppliers provide security
on-par or above with in-house systems. (Amazon Web Services 2014)
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Table 4. Security requirements
Requirement

Description

End User Ac- If a cloud service is used to create a new collaborative environment for
cess Control

users, the collaborative elements have to be discussed and the level of
access decided between parties. The company has to set requirements
whether it is fine with the current security system, or does the collaboration element bring additional requirements.

Provider

Ac- The provider administrator is on a separate location and there is no way

cess Control

to tell what he or she is doing. It is very important that the company
sets requirements for mechanisms that give the customer control over
the access rights to their data.

Resource Par- Secure partitioning is something that public cloud providers are obliged
titioning

to do, but insisting on the safety between shared resources is nevertheless a good requirement. Some cloud suppliers may even provide visibility to other programs run on the same machine.

Logging

Just like in traditional systems, logging is one of the most valuable resources for investigating for bugs and security. Should be a requirement.

Threat
agement

Man- The supplier is responsible for all security breaches. The procedures
should meet the customer needs and therefore should be specified as a
requirement.

A comprehensive SLA should be a requirement when purchasing cloud services. According to Buchanan, it is often assumed that cloud vendor’s standard terms and conditions are
an end-all agreement. However, large companies can have a lot of leverage when negotiating about cloud services. SLA’s exist to give the company confidence that everything will
go as planned, but there is a slight chance that something happens to the provider. Then
what happens to business continuity? This may be a bit over-cautious, but there may be a
solid reason to acquire multiple clouds for assurance. (Buchanan 2011)
Compliance can be linked with security as legislation can cause problems. Geological loca42

tion of the data centers that the cloud provider uses is likely one of the main concerns. The
customer should be aware of the nature of the data saved in the cloud and specify requirements accordingly. It should also be noted that the cloud provider may not be the owner of
the machines used in offering their services. Concerns about data ownership should be
cleared with the CSP. (Buchanan 2011)

3.3 Additional supplier considerations
This section will include other information on selecting a supplier in addition to workload
modeling, cost modeling and requirements. After evaluating suppliers by setting various
requirements and measuring workload and coming up with cost models, the pack of suppliers will be diminished to a handful or less. However, this is not the end of the line. Selecting a supplier that suits all of the company needs still has a few questions without an
answer.
Changing vendors with IT systems has always been difficult. There are various things that
may cause hindrances in changing providers and some of these things may prove so difficult, that the change will never happen. Through the use of common operating systems and
standards, this has become easier, but the standards in cloud computing are not fully established and this will make changing the supplier difficult. The change will not be impossible, if the customer uses time to thoroughly check what parts of the system may prevent
the change. Discussing requirements about data format and bulk transfer costs will help in
making a transition. For SaaS, the processing logic is supplied by the provider and this will
make transition very difficult, but IaaS and PaaS are likely to have it a bit easier. At the
end of the line, the customer should research the options to the point where they know that
moving to another similar supplier would not cause a year's work, because the costs of migrating out of the system may prove to be immense. The customer may also have the possibility to demand interoperability. The cloud provider is more than happy to lock the customer into their services, but when the customers start demanding interoperability, the
cloud providers will have to start providing it. (McKendrick 2011)
There has been some talk of clearing contractual details in this document, but it cannot be
stressed enough. The customer has to know details of the ownership of the data and programs residing in the cloud. They should also know the location of the data and it's de43

pendencies to other services. This dependency chain may increase risk as there would be
multiple places where things may go wrong. A larger enterprise may have the possibility to
negotiate the contractual agreements, even more so if the supplier benefits from the customer, for example, if the customer is representing an industry that is not yet using the
cloud provider’s services. In addition, while the cloud suppliers often offer certain package
levels such as bronze, silver gold, it may be possible to discuss about certain specifics and
attain a better contract for both parties. (OpenGroup 2011)
Finally, upon selection, it comes up to the combination of all that has been discussed. The
combination of prioritized requirements and costs all form a balance between the features
that a supplier offers versus the cost of those features. A vendor that is able to fulfill all the
wanted optional requirements might cost a bit more than another supplier that meets all the
mandatory requirements, but offers nothing extra. It is up to the company and the nature of
the business process to give the final evaluation of what is actually important. Perhaps every optional requirement on top of the mandatory ones is a huge plus that counters all costs?
It may also be worth to look at a different service model if it seems like the current set of
requirements is not enough. For example, the company may be determined that a PaaS
solution may be the best, but what if an IaaS service, with a little extra effort, would provide to be an even better solution in the long run? The opposite may also be valid; a company might be thinking about IaaS, but all of the services could end up having countless
optional features that the company does not care about. Might PaaS be a better option in
this case? It might be worth evaluating.

3.4 Cloud migration
This chapter includes a views on the cloud migration process from different sources in order to spot the similarities and find the key steps that should be stressed when migrating
from an on premise solution to the cloud provider's environment. The views presented
here, are used as the baseline for building the upcoming cloud migration template in chapter 5.
The deployment, or migration, process is difficult to generalize as it differs greatly depending on the service the customer is looking to implement. The most general approach would
be: evaluate cloud suitability, pick proper platform, test that platform to know if it meets
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the requirements, create the processes, move services and data to the cloud, optimize and
utilize the full potential of the cloud features, and lastly, continuous operation. Linthicum
(2010) wants to remind the cloud customer that the technology will change but the architecture should remain fairly stable. This also affects the fact that choosing the CSP early
might lead into wrong solutions (Linthicum 2010). The needs, wants, requirements and
capabilities should be solved first so that the customer can look at the providers objectively
and choose the best one. If the CSP is chosen early, it is likely that the customer finds a lot
of things that have to be changed in the traditional architecture in order to fit the chosen
CSP, which can make an already complex process into an impossible one. (Rajaraajeswari
and Pethuru 2013, p. 244-246)
3.4.1 Five ways to migrate
An article from Gartner states that there are generally five ways to migrate applications to
cloud. Rehost, refactor, revise, rebuild and replace. The definition of cloud itself is loose
and this causes a bit of disturbance in the idea of simply moving something to cloud.
"Move some applications to the cloud" is a different thing for each application type. It also
relies on the IT architecture in the sense that heavily integrated software may be difficult to
split up between cloud services or to a hybrid setup. For example, putting the database on a
database-as-a-service provider and everything else on IaaS may be more cost efficient in
some cases, but it might not make sense to split the application into two services as it may
cause other issues such as latency. The five migration options by Gartner are explained in
the list below. (Gartner 2011)


Rehosting is a fast cloud migration technique where application is simply moved
into a different hardware environment, IaaS, and the infrastructure configuration is
changed to fit the new hardware. As this essentially means porting an application to
the cloud as is, it does not allow for taking advantage of the cloud benefits such as
scalability. This option is less expensive and fast, but some amount of revising is
always suggested to get the most of a cloud migration.



Refactoring occurs when the application is run on the cloud provider’s infrastructure. This mainly means that the hardware layer is obscured, but the customer can
use all of the programming languages and frameworks offered by the PaaS provider. A more simple option to an IaaS environment, but the offerings of the PaaS pro45

viders can be limiting and therefore finding a provider with the exact technology
that the customer is using can be a pain.


Revising is similar to rehosting and refactoring, but before the migration to the
cloud, the customer has to modify or extend the code, so that the application is fit
for the modern cloud environment. This is a must for legacy applications. Revising
is very likely to become a costly and time consuming as the process will need dedicated developers.



Rebuilding basically means redoing the application completely in the cloud, on a
PaaS environment. It may sound daunting initially, but modern techniques and programming languages, provided by the vendor, can make the developers work more
efficiently to achieve a real cloud solution. This migration option does have a lot of
disadvantages, the primary one being vendor lock-in. If the provider suddenly becomes less feasible to use for the customer, the transition process from the provider
to another may end up being near impossible or so costly, that it is not worth it.



Replacing an application with a SaaS application is almost the same as rebuilding
with its advantages and disadvantages, but without the developing period. This
means a very swift deployment phase, but also, a very difficult transition to another
service after the deployment. (Gartner 2011)

Andrikopoulos et al. provide additional information and insight on the migration strategies
and challenges. Like Gartner, a few different strategies are suggested. These migration
strategies do not view the migration from a service model perspective, but look at the different parts of the existing application that can be migrated. Andrikopoulos et al. describe
four migration types. Replacing a component of an existing application is described as the
least invasive type of migration and is the type I of cloud migration. In this migration type,
one or more components are replaced by cloud services. An example provided by Andrikopoulos et al. is replacing a local MySQL database with Google App Engine Datastore.
Partial migration is described as type II. A partial migration includes migrating some of the
application functionality to the cloud. While replacing entails single components, partial
migration is about whole application layers such as application authentication. Type III is
migrating the whole software stack into cloud by utilizing virtual machines in the cloud.
Type IV, cloudify, means a whole application migration to the cloud by implementing its
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functionality by using the services running in cloud. (Andrikopoulos et al. 2013, p. 5-6)
3.4.2 Seven step framework
There are several cloud migration frameworks to be found in scientific researches. Chauhan and Babar (2012) have produced a very concise framework that provides seven steps
for migrations. The migration framework steps can be seen in figure 9.

Figure 9. Seven step progress for cloud migration (Chauhan and Babar 2012, p. 81-82)
Some of the steps in the figure above are already familiar, such as requirement analysis and
provider selection, however compatibility analysis is something that should be done when
the applications have legacy components. Architecture solutions in the application should
be identified while looking at the possibilities for revising to fit the cloud provider and the
cloud mentality better. After selecting the cloud provider, a list of required changes and
solutions to carry out the changes is formed. Lastly, the changes are implemented. (Chauhan and Babar 2012, p. 81-82)
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3.4.3 Cloud decision support framework
Andrikopoulos et al. has created another cloud migration framework, Cloud Decision Support Framework (CloudDSF), specifically for decision makers. This framework is loosely
based on the seven-step cloud migration progress presented by Aufee Chauhan and Babar
(2012). CloudDSF is a really elaborate tool that can be found on clouddsf.com. The whole
process is summarized in table 5. This table is called the CloudDSF Knowledge Base as its
mission is to capture the results of the cloud migration decision making process. (Andrikopoulos et al. 2014, p. 4)
Table 5. CloudDSF Knowledge Base (Andrikopoulos et al. 2014, p. 5)
Decision Point

Decision

Outcomes

Select Application Layer

- Presentation/Business/Data Layer
- Multiple Layers
- Client/Application/Data Tier
- Multiple Tiers
- Single Component
- Multiple Components
- Type I, II, III or IV
- Instance/Container/VM/Virtual
Resource/
Hardware Level
- Multiple Levels
- Vertical/Horizontal Scaling
- Hybrid Scaling
- Manual Scaling
- Semi-automatic Scaling
- Automatic Scaling
- Event-driven
- Proactive
- Multiple Instances Multi-tenancy
- Native Multi-tenancy
- Any of the Possible Combinations
- Private/Community/Public/Hybrid
- S/P/IaaS
- On Premise/Off Premise
- Hybrid Hosting
- Ownership/Operation/Management
Role
- Any Combination of Roles
- Free/Pay-peruse/-Unit/Subscription
- Combined Model
- Evaluated Vendor
- Evaluated Physical Resource Location

Select Application Tier
Application
Distribution

Select Application Components
Select Migration Type
Define Scalability Level

Select Scaling Type
Elasticity
Strategy

Select Elasticity Automation Degree

Select Scaling Trigger
Multi-tenancy
Requirements

Select Kind of Multi-tenancy
Select Multi-tenancy Arhitecture
Select Cloud Deployment Model
Select Cloud Service Model
Define Cloud Hosting

Provider / Offering
Selection

Define Roles of Responsibility
Select Pricing Model
Select Cloud Vendor
Define Resource Location

There are four decision points in the table. These decision points are essentially questions
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that need an answer when starting a cloud migration. The second column, decision, consists of sub-decisions that construct the decision point. The third column, outcomes, is the
answer for the decision. This table provides a good overview into the actual framework
that resides on the web site. (Andrikopoulos et al. 2014, p. 5-6)
3.4.4 IaaS migration
Finally, as this research is largely focused on a possible cloud migration for a large enterprise, an IaaS-level migration process case has been selected to provide an example of how
the migration would happen with an IaaS provider. The figure below, figure 10, has been
created by Pahl et al. in their research about comparing on premise to cloud migration approaches. The figure explains a full IT infrastructure migration, but the components presented in the figure are still relevant in a smaller scale project. (Pahl et al. 2013)

Figure 10. IaaS Migration Processes (Pahl et al. 2013)
The figure above includes four large process components that lead from an on premise
solution to a cloud solution. The components are divided by their focus - either business or
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technical - and the from-to setup. The first two components are focused on business and
the last two are technical. Business Case Determination step is used to seek out the key
drivers for the implementation, and to create the vision for the upcoming solution and how
the goal will be reached. Assessment and Planning step includes the assessing of benefits
and costs, and also the planning of required capabilities. During the Migration Process Architecture step, the customer seeks out the functionality scope of the architecture and deploys an effective testing and monitoring environment. The last step, Migration Delivery
and Production, is focused on making final tests before moving into production and including failure management. Pahl et al. suggest that an incremental approach, also described as
an evolutional approach to cloud computing, may be beneficial as the components could be
put individually into the CSP’s environment and therefore tested and optimized individually. (Pahl et al. 2013)
3.4.5 Migration strategies
As mentioned above, migration can be done by either moving everything related to a process or application at once, or by moving it piece by piece. Amazon describes this as forklift migration strategy and the hybrid migration strategy.
Forklift is a strategy where everything is moved at once. Like a huge container, everything
is picked up and moved to another place. This strategy is especially useful when the application at hand is self-contained or the components inside the application have very close
relationships in the sense that Internet latency is not tolerated. When going through with a
forklift migration, the applications will only need a few configuration changes as there will
be no components residing outside the cloud environments. While the migration is swift,
this will not enable any cloud benefits such as flexibility or scalability immediately. Amazon likes to remind that this strategy will however offload a part of the company IT infrastructure to another company to take care of it. (Varia 2010, p. 15)
The hybrid migration strategy, as the name suggests, leaves some components on premise
and takes some parts to the cloud. It is viewed as a low-risk approach as it is easier to take
care of smaller components and optimize them to work at their best in the cloud. A process
or application that consists of several horizontal components would benefit from this approach. In addition, leveraging the cloud immediately will be easier with this strategy as
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the components have to be made more cloud-aware due to the communication between on
premise and cloud components. (Varia 2010, p. 15-17)
According to the research done during this chapter, some key points in a cloud migration
process have been found. The most vital points of starting a cloud migration project are
definitely related to initial decision making. Is cloud the number one solution for this case?
What are the benefits and drawbacks of the transition? Are the results profitable enough to
make up for the costs of the transition period? Is the present architecture able to fit the
cloud paradigm without extensive revision of the system? How is the migration done with
the least amount of risk? After the initial decisions have been made, it is up to the technical
personnel to look into the solution architecture in order to make the transition live through
a careful piloting and testing processes.

3.5 Cloud service management
Before the process is ready to utilize the cloud, it should be monitored to keep up with
costs, usage and SLAs. Governing the use of cloud resources sounds like a daunting task.
The cloud is used by companies to acquire resources on-demand and close them down
when no longer needed. But who is responsible for overseeing that a developer does not
get excessive amounts of resources on company budget and leave them idle while focusing
on other tasks? Should every developer have their own budgets for using the cloud? Should
a cloud manager be active around the clock to supervise that resources are released when
no longer used? Should there be a high level of automation to shut down virtual machines
when CPU levels drop to zero and disk read is non-existent? The main question is: how to
manage company cloud resources in a way that does not completely shut down the main
benefits of the cloud: agility and flexibility.
3.5.1 Cloud monitoring
Runtime monitoring, or operational monitoring, is vital for managing a service. It is used
to look at a limited area of parameters and how they change over time. There are various
small details that could possibly be monitored and therefore it is key to choose the level of
granularity and what to monitor. The granularity can go all the way from uptime status to
CPU utilization. This depends on the level of the service, and also on what the CSP provides to its users, be it in the form of

an API or a web-based dashboard. This is
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thing that could be evaluated when evaluating the cloud service providers, but today the
monitoring offerings are quite extensive. (Linthicum, 2010, p. 152-153)
The four figures below give a few examples of what kind of monitoring services can be
found on a CSP web portal. These figures are screenshots from Microsoft Azure portal and
the views are from real situations.

Figure 11. General level cloud instance management (Microsoft Azure, 2014)
The first screen to be seen when logging onto MS Azure is presented in figure 11. A screen
like this can be found on every major cloud provider portal landing page. From this page
the user gets a general overview on what is running and what is not. The ones that are running will be generating costs, and the active ones are merely on standby and therefore do
not add to the costs.

Figure 12. IaaS monitoring dashboard (Microsoft Azure, 2014)
Figure 12 is a brief summary of a light weight Linux virtual machine hosting a game –
Minecraft – server. From the graph it can be easily seen that the server has been quiet for a
while, but at 8 am someone has logged onto the server and small spikes have occurred. The
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graph has been set to relative, but if a user would like to see if a particular machine is under-utilized or under high use, the view can be set to absolute which can help with acquiring more or less resources. The resolution can be changed between seven days and one
hour. Figure 13 shows a one hour resolution of web service computing statistics.

Figure 13. PaaS monitoring dashboard (Microsoft Azure, 2014)
PaaS monitoring is a little different from IaaS as the resources are less visible to the user.
The dashboard does provide a lot of information even though the user does not have to
worry about direct computer resources. For example, the “requests” time series is a good
measure for the overall usage of the service. Also, the “http server errors” should instantly
raise concerns if that starts peaking. However, for more extensive monitoring, the user
would also have to look at other components, such as database, which has its own dashboard.
Other than resource use, cloud vendor portals also offer quite detailed information of their
invoicing. As previously mentioned, the CSP has to offer specifics on what forms the invoice due to the on-demand and pay-by-the-minute structure. Some CSPs may offer a different level of detail in their invoicing, but figure 14 illustrates how Microsoft prices their
services, including information of computing hours through I/O.
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Figure 14. Cost monitoring summary (Microsoft Azure, 2014)
The figure above reflects the costs of the small Linux instance running the Minecraft server
100% of the time for a week short of a month. This view is particularly useful when monitoring the actual costs of the cloud service. Every large CSP offer an excellent cost calculator, but seeing the costs in reality is more eye-opening. This small test with the game server
shows that actions such as data transfer and I/O can cause unexpected costs. Luckily, the
services would shut down if the free 75 euro limit offered by Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN) subscription is met. (Microsoft Azure, 2014)
3.5.2 Access management
For anything but personal use, monitoring services is not enough. Identity and Access
Management (IAM) comes into play instantaneously when there are several pairs of hands
working within the same cloud environment. In short, IAM is a traditional framework that
aids in managing electronic identities. In a traditional environment, this boils down to
managing users and their access to different network drives, applications and sites within
the company infrastructure. It is key to have some level of control on what the users should
or should not be able to do. Different people are given different levels of access. Users are
often grouped to ease the management and individuals are given additional access upon
request. These access rights are reviewed periodically as users leave the company, organi54

zational changes occur, and policies and roles change. Johnson (2013) suggests that this
should not change in the cloud. IAM strategy should be consistent all across the company.
The traditional strategy needs to change to adjust into the way that the cloud works. There
can no longer be periodic, weekly reviews, but instead the user activity monitoring should
be real-time. The services can accidentally be left on overnight even though there is no one
using them, and for this there should be automatic processes for shutting services down, or
there should be an individual responsible for managing usage. This is critical especially if a
company is, for example, sharing its cloud resources with a consultancy agency in a development project as the consultants are likely to not be responsible of the used resources.
(Johnson 2013, p. 34-35)
Large cloud service providers offer their own IAMs which can then be integrated to the
company’s own governance model. These IAM services often support identity federation
through an API or some other way so that the company can, for example, use external
identities from Microsoft Active Directory (Microsoft 2014). This really eases some of the
governance issues that come from the new external service type of cloud. (Amazon 2014)
While the company can use technology to integrate on-premises identity and access management with cloud IAM, there still has to be somebody to oversee all of this. This responsibility generally falls on the enterprise IT teams. However, with on-premises systems,
public cloud systems and private cloud systems the IT team responsibility will sky rocket
and this will soon become a bottleneck as the services need different levels of management. To divide this responsibility into more easily manageable parts, the idea of cloudservice brokering has become reality. A third party individual, a piece of software or an inhouse person who acts as an intermediary between the cloud user and the cloud provider
will draw away the complexity of managing multiple vendors, billing and provisioning. As
the cloud industry is expanding at a rapid pace, with for example Amazon doubling its service catalogue within a year, this broker will be tasked to make sure the company is dealing with the most up to date services with the best prices. Also, the broker will make sure
the providers are functioning according to SLAs and the needed security levels are met.
The broker could also provide a more simplified interface for acquiring and shutting down
cloud resources. (Preimesberger 2014a, p. 1)
Figure 15 illustrates how a cloud service broker software would work. The figure is a sim55

pler variation of a solution D’Agostino et al. (2012) have presented in their brokering tool
architecture figure.

Figure 15. Cloud broker tool architecture (D'Agostino et al., 2012, pp. 99)
The key point in the figure above is that the user uses a brokering interface from which he
or she is prompted to select – for example – the duration of the service and some of the
specifications needed for the task the instance is acquired to do. The broker scheduler will
then use parameters sent by the user to acquire the resources from the CSP linked to the
software. In order to get to the CSP, the broker goes through the company firewall and uses
the API provided by the CSP to operate within the cloud. The broker is also connected to a
database from which it gathers user information regarding access rights. Figure 16 is a
view from a pilot project cloud brokering system initiated within Fortum. (D’Agostino et
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al. 2012, pp. 97-99)

Figure 16. Magical management system for cloud service brokering (Haikonen, 2013)
The magical management system was used by users to acquire cloud resources from AWS.
The user had the capability to define if the instance should run during office hours only,
which would mean it would automatically start in the morning and shut down in the evening. Further improvements would empower the user to select an instance to run for a certain duration and to choose the instance according to its specifications. (Haikonen 2013)
According to the pilot project at Fortum, having a cloud manager - or a cloud broker as
defined by Preimesberger (2014a) - is set as a requirement. The cloud services need someone to manage the security groups, and someone responsible as the first line of contact
with the cloud service provider. This person’s responsibility is to oversee that the services
are used according to set regulations. The cloud manager is also responsible for overseeing
the cloud management interface used within the company. This means that even though
there could be automatic scheduling regarding the used cloud instances, there is someone
to make sure instances are not run when not needed and working as a failsafe for securing
that the instances are indeed running and not running when supposed to. (Haikonen 2013)
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4 THE TRADING ENVIRONMENT
4.1 Trading overview
As this thesis is directed at implementing cloud technology in a trading environment, it is
worthwhile to introduce the concept of trading in general. Fortum’s trading is also divided
into financial trading and physical trading, which will be touched on briefly in this segment.
Trading is buying and selling securities, commodities, goods or services. The trading takes
place in the financial market. Stock markets, commodity markets and derivative markets
are part of the financial market. (Investopedia 2014)
Stocks, also known as shares and equity, are traded through exchanges or directly between
parties or through broker. Stocks are literally certificates of ownership of a company and
are often sold by companies in order to obtain additional capital for investments. (Investopedia 2014)
Commodities are individual products that are traded. In the energy and power environment
there are several commodities, such as, fuels, electricity and emission allowances. These
products have their own behaviors and therefore create an interesting field of trading. For
example, governmental authorities set limits for emission amounts which should not be
exceeded. If exceeded, the company has to buy permissions from companies that have not
exceeded their limits. This creates a good incentive to stay under the limit to gain money
from it. Electricity market is also an interesting one, as unlike other commodities, it cannot
be stored. This is solved by balancing and reserving resources. A huge amount of forecasting is involved with electricity trading as there are certain time periods where electricity is
needed more than on others. (Stavins 2011, p. 20-21; Elexon 2013)
A derivative is a contract between parties which states conditions for how and when payments are made. There are several derivatives, but options and futures are some of the most
well-known. Futures are contracts for purchasing or selling an asset with a specified price
over a certain period of time. Options are contracts that give its owner the right to buy or
sell an underlying asset. (Hull 2009, p. 1-4)
Exchanges and brokers are significant to the flow of trading. An exchange is a physical
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location such as New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), which is situated on the famous Wall
Street, or an internet portal, where securities, commodities and derivatives are traded. An
exchange provides price information tracking and a guarantee for fair trading. There are a
few key exchanges for energy trading in Europe. National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations Options Mäklarna Exchange (NASDAQ OMX) and Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) offer products such as oil, gas, power, emissions and others.
(NASDAQ OMX 2014; ICE 2014)
A broker is a link between the trader and the exchange that helps with executing the orders.
A physical broker does everything in between a trader placing an order, finding a buyer or
seller and then reporting back to the trader. A trade through a physical broker is a multistep process and it may take a while to complete, but an electronic broker fulfills the step
with minimal human interaction. A trader sends an order via the electronic broker software
interface and the trade is conducted swiftly. (Investopedia 2014)
The Production Optimization and Trading business area at Fortum is responsible for Fortum’s power production and power trading in the Nordic and European power markets. It
serves to maximize revenue and sales margin of assets in the electricity market. The trading department at Fortum is split in two: the financial trading floor and the physical trading
floor. Financial trading floor works within the derivatives market in NASDAQ OMX and
the physical trading floor buys and sells physical electricity in NordPool, the Nordic power
exchange (Nord Pool Spot 2014). The trading environments include several functions, such
as risk control and industrial intelligence, that offer, for example, market analysis to conduct better trades. (Qvickström et al. 2014)
Electricity is traded on several markets: day-ahead spot market, balance adjustment market
and regulating market. Day-ahead is likely the most easily to grasp and it is used to describe the nature of the electricity market. In the Nordic and Baltic region, the Nord Pool
day-ahead market goes by the name of Elspot. This is a daily trading market, which is
driven by planning in a way where the buyer calculates how much energy it needs for the
next day, by the hour, and how much it is willing to pay. The seller, an energy company
such as Fortum, decides how much it can deliver and for what price. The bidding is closed
at 12:00 CET for the next-day power, and the price is set at the point where supply and
demand meet. Electricity is then delivered the next day from 00:00 CET onward. The pro59

cess sounds really simple, but a lot of production planning and price forecasting has to be
conducted in order to get the maximum profit at minimal cost. It is also worth noting that
electricity trade is not limited to trades for the next day. If accidents happen or there are
sudden changes in the weather, the buyers can use Elbas, an intraday market by Nord Pool,
where companies can buy electricity close to real time. This is where the best prices come
first. (Nord Pool Spot 2014)
While not explicitly trading, the Production Optimization department is also responsible of
operating hydro power plants and dams, monitoring their activities and regulating water in
order to maximize the value of the water available. This also relates directly to physical
electricity market forecasting, as available water flow is different depending on the time of
the year. Also, when more electricity is needed, the cost typically gets higher and vice versa. This is mainly because local hydro power plants cannot keep up with the demand and
therefore electricity has to be brought in from another country or more expensive plants,
such as coal plants, have to make up for the demand. All this information is valuable for
the traders. (Qvickström et al. 2014)
The trading environment is quite complex, but for this research, it is mostly important to
know the general ideas and some terminology within the area. The systems, their interrelationships and the nature of the data they hold are the most interesting subjects when it
comes to a cloud migration or a new technology implementation as general.

4.2 Trading systems
The trading environment has a distinct flow to conduct reasonable trades. The main steps
are described by a past Fortum employee in her thesis as pre-trade, trade execution and
post-trade. The pre-trade and trade execution also go by the name Front Office or simply
Floor, which is the usual term talked about within the environment. This phase consists of
data monitoring, analytics, order management and trade execution. Also, somewhat within
the pre-trade, but also known as Middle Office, is risk management, who provide the
boundaries which the traders are supposed to work within. After sending off the trade,
post-trade, or better known as Back Office, deals with affirmation, clearing and settlements. Basically, back office makes sure the trade goes through in the end and takes care
of the invoicing and makes sure that the trade details match between both trade parties.
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Physical trade also includes a separate dispatching step, where the command for delivering
the actual electricity is sent to the plants. Moreover, before dispatching, production optimization and planning is done by utilizing forecasts and historical data.
All of the steps use several systems, applications and MS Excel tools to run through the
daily process smoothly. A rather compact overview of the systems and tools involved are
presented below and then further explained after the figure. Figure 17 has been built based
on a trading application map created for an in-house presentation. This map has been reillustrated to remove all sensitive information. The reference is left visible in the caption.
(Ianchuk 2012)

Figure 17.

Trading application map (Tiainen, 2014)

There is some information hidden in the color-coding above. Orange represents process
critical systems, blue stands for relevant systems, and grey represents external, such as
corporate level, applications.
Most of the tools deal with masses of data to produce various kinds of reporting to fulfil
legislative purposes, and to produce information for and on trading. Several interviews
were conducted during this research to map out details regarding the systems found in the
environment. The interviews were conducted with IT personnel to gain a general perspec61

tive on how the tools are used and what the tools are for.
When traders conduct trades through the various platforms they use, the trades have to be
reported, invoiced and archived. This is an elaborate process and the traders should not be
concerned with the aftermath of the trading process. Therefore, there is automation in place
where trades are sent around systems for validation and finally invoicing within corporate
financial services. Trades come mainly from one source, but there are other sources which
keeps the Back office busy in maintaining the system and making sure trades match between the systems and trade reports. Moreover, new rules keep coming up, such as European Marker Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), which adds extra layers to trade validation
between the buyer and the seller. (Appendix 1)
There are tools in place within the environment that aid with trade validations. Scripts that
run automatically in the end of the day send invoices and confirmations to counterparties
via email. Some scripts run over night and the personnel will work with the results next
morning. These tools are often extensions to already existing systems, because the systems
have not offered these capabilities before. According to the interviews, the used systems
are a bit behind the update schedule and the newer versions usually offer the automation
capabilities mentioned above. Fortunately, due to a capable in-house IT team, there is
enough skill to develop extensions for systems to make up for small deficiencies or to develop features according to user demands, without completely relying on the suppliers of
systems. (Appendices 1-3)
The most critical systems in the trading environment generally have a lot of dependencies
between each other. As market data is funneled through one system and then distributed to
other tools and applications via add-ins, this market data system comes extra important for
the other software. A change in this market data system – without proper testing and continuous data validations – would at least cause a chain reaction of breaking MS Excel tools
used by users all over the trading environment. On the other hand, there are also some applications that are developed to simply make daily tasks easier as a lot of validation, confirmation and invoicing takes place on daily basis. A broken automation system would not
cause a disaster, but users would have to focus their efforts on manual work. (Appendices
1-4)
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Market analysts and risk control provide traders a lot of information on how to conduct
trades and within what limitations. Traders who trade with financial information, are provided with information of the market situation and price forecasts. These are controlled
with a market data system. Specific scenarios are run with simulation systems and Excels.
Some of the simulations, especially for long term that spans some years forward instead of
days, take days to run because of the data masses. There is a very hectic time window during the morning hours, before the exchange opens, during which the analysts conduct analysis for the upcoming trading. Certain systems and tools have to work during these hours
for the trading to be as successful as possible. (Appendices 1, 2, 4)
There are also systems designated for production planning, particularly for hydroelectric
power stations. In the same vein as the scenarios run by market analysts, these plans are
done within particular systems that use historical data, regulations, forecast data and realizations to compose likely scenarios to optimize power production. The used data could be,
for example, forecasts of weather conditions and past experiences during a particular time
of the year. The results, electricity production rates per plant, are analyzed and commands
are sent to the power stations via a supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system and satellite. The system is responsible for controlling all hydroelectric power at Fortum. (ARS WebClient 2014; Appendices 6-7)
Unlike financial trading, the systems in the physical trading environment are running
around the clock. Financial trading is dependent on the exchange opening hours during the
week, while electricity production is constant. This means that the systems running in the
physical environment are also more stressed during the nightly hours. IT support for these
systems is always available as the criticality rises in relation to the system’s needed availability. (Appendices 6-7)
Support is usually done on the application level, where IT helps with missing rows in a
database, seemingly faulty information and user access. However, in some cases the incidents can happen on the hardware layer. In these cases, the trading IT personnel will have
to contact the infrastructure provider IT personnel to provide help depending on the incident case. The systems are supported with mostly Microsoft Windows operating systems,
but there are some exceptions where UNIX based systems are used. The environment does
not have a common operating system version, as some legacy systems require older ver63

sions to run on. However, updates are coming up and the environment will be taken up to
date during 2015. This would also mean more possibilities for cloud computing via native
Microsoft Azure support, for example. (Appendices 1-7)
In addition to operating systems, the environment infrastructure layer consists of a mix of
physical and virtual machines. Systems are divided into two, often three. The top priority
partition being the production environment that is used by the business. The last two are
the test environment and the development environment. The physical environment is often
run on physical hardware, as it provides faster I/O capabilities and is seen to run faster than
virtual. The test and development environments are often, but not always, run on virtual
machines where the I/O is not as paramount. Virtual machines are also a lot cheaper than
physical hardware. (Appendices 1-7)
Platform costs are indeed a large portion of the system costs, which often consist of fixed
licensing costs, fixed hardware costs, variable supplier development costs and other operation costs. Infrastructure provider also offers different levels of support based on the criticality of the system. According to the information gathered from the interviews and the
ARS system in place at Fortum, the platform costs often create nearly a third of the overall
costs. The range of platform costs is between low 200 euros and 15,000 euros a month,
depending on the size of the system. A very high cost would implicate that there is a lot of
physical hardware involved in supporting the system, and a low cost would implicate a
single virtual machine for the application. The platform costs are not tied to the criticality
of the system, but a critical system would often have physical hardware and several backups on standby ready to run if a fault occurs. These two certainly add some extra to the
overall costs. Given the possibility, cloud would likely enable cost reductions with disaster
recovery, backups, archiving, but also indirectly lower costs by offering more processing
power via the on-demand capabilities. (ARS WebClient 2014; Appendices 1-7)

4.3 The trading environment and cloud
This section looks at recent cloud implementations in environments that fit into the Fortum
trading environment. The findings include cases from various sources. The purpose of this
section is to find direction to what type of cloud solutions are doable in the trading environment and how the companies approach the cloud. Section 4.4 will look at cloud candi64

date identification and this section will help with that task. While the scope of trading and
energy is quite large, effort has been put into solutions that resemble systems and processes
that the Fortum trading environment has.
4.3.1 CASE: Newton Energy Group power market simulation
Newton Energy Group (NEG) has conducted research on using cloud computing for power
market simulations. Power market simulators are used to guide physical production optimization. The scope is a large-scale decision problem to control physical operations by
simulating scenarios that could possibly happen in the future. These results are then used to
control, for example, hydroelectric power stations. The simulators have a wide array of
components ranging from inputs, models, algorithms and outputs. The simulations include
a lot of processing that need a lot of resources. However, the resources are used for the
duration of the simulation and then left idle, which usually leads to a compromise where
there is not a high amount of resources available to run the simulations, because the company does not want to have these resources idling between simulations. Goldis et al. (2014)
explain that usually the problems are very parallelizable, which means that the simulation
does not have to run from zero to hundred, but in small pieces that can then be summed to
the final result. The real problem with the simulations usually derives from the fact that
there are not enough resources available. (Goldis et al. 2014; Tabors et al. 2014)
A cloud market analytics environment, pCloudAnalytics, was built at NEG on top of AWS
and Azure resources. With this environment, the user is able to run simulations by using
familiar MS Excel inputs. The results are also fed to MS Excel after the simulation has
been completed. The user would only be exposed to the information he or she is comfortable with, without needing to touch the more IT heavy nuances. Overall, this environment
was created to solve the problems that traditional simulators have with, for example, simulation efficiency. Figure 18 illustrates the functionality and flow of the environment.
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Figure 18. The flow of pCloudAnalytics environment (Goldis et al. 2014a)
In the heart of the environment is pCloudAnalytics itself, which distributes inputs and outputs between different components. The user prepares the input in MS Excel and feeds the
inputs to pCloud Analytics, which then uses Power Systems Optimizer (PSO) to prepare
and parallelize the scenarios. PSO uses a multi integer programming (MIP) solver to process the scenarios in multiple pieces. The parallelized scenarios are run within the cloud
and post-processed to form a singular model, which can then be analyzed by the user in
MS Excel. (Goldis et al. 2014)
To test the pCloudAnalytics environment, Tabors et al. (2014) used it for evaluating the
impact of several offshore wind energy development projects. In this project, several scenarios were run in parallel to see the impact of producing different amounts of energy.
Traditionally, the computing time would have been measured in days, but with pCloudAnalytics, the full set of development scenarios could be run in under an hour by utilizing
sixty Amazon cloud virtual machines. The project yielded excellent results and the fast
simulation runs enabled the users to run additional simulations to confirm the results and to
try out varying parameters. In a traditional simulation case, the parameters would have
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been set carefully because the simulation would have taken a long time. The use of cloud
computing is advantageous especially when exploring simulation results, as the user is able
to dig for more details on the results by doing multiple runs within a shorter time period.
(Tabors et al. 2014)
4.3.2 CASE: Aon Benfield Securities, Inc. cloud simulations
ABSI is a subsidiary of Aon plc, a provider of risk management, insurance and reinsurance
brokerage. ABSI is focused on financial products targeted to insurance companies. The
company provides a modeling tool for risk analysis that considers economic scenarios for
several decades. This type of long-term simulation requires a huge amount of high performance compute power, which is very expensive to acquire through traditional means, especially when simulations are very peak intensive. As found out in the previous case,
hardware is in use for the duration of the simulation and released after it, or in a traditional
case, put on standby. (Amazon Web Services 2014)
As ABSI realized that acquiring plenty of hardware into their data center would not be
financially sensible, the company turned to AWS in need of a scalable solution. ABSI deprecated their traditional data center and traded it to AWS infrastructure. This cut down
building and maintaining the old infrastructure, but also enabled simple on and off capabilities for simulations. ABSI shortened their quarterly financial reporting processes from two
weeks to hours and minutes. Client solutions were shortened from hours to minutes. (Amazon Web Services 2014)
The end results are the same as in 4.3.1: the company is able to recalculate and run simulations more often and with more accuracy, due to not being stuck with waiting two weeks
for a process to finish. ABSI used three services from AWS: Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud, Amazon Virtual Private Cloud and Amazon Elastic Block Store. The first one is
used to acquire virtual machines for running the simulations, the Virtual Private Cloud is
used to confine the cloud instances to ABSI use only and the Elastic Block Store is used
for persistent storage of data. (Amazon Web Services 2014)
4.3.3 CASE: Westpac development and testing
Westpac, a leading banking company in New Zealand, is turning into cloud computing to
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do development and testing of new customer applications. Westpac is driving this implementation through IBM, the infrastructure provider they have been working with since the
year 2000. As the needs of banking customers rise, the companies have to deliver new
digital services while often being stuck with legacy systems that cannot respond to the demand. Westpac have decided to focus on building a private cloud with IBM. This private
cloud is connected to the traditional systems to create a functional hybrid cloud. (Crosman
2014; IBM 2014)
Westpac claims that the new development environment will let the bank to test and develop applications on all platforms from mobile to web. With this environment, the developers are given the capability to set up and shut down test environments with speed. Westpac
has chosen to apply cloud to development and testing first due to concerns about security
and reliability, but also due to limiting jurisdiction within New Zealand. (Crosman 2014)
This solution also brings an answer for disaster recovery as Westpac is moving the secondary data center to an IBM controlled data center to improve data resiliency. Moreover,
Westpac is moving application level IT help desk in-house. The setup will help Westpac
on focusing more intensely on the customer experience instead of issues with infrastructure. In addition, as demand for banking services rises, the need for fluid identity and access management rises. Currently, Westpac is using their own system for managing users,
but IBM is seeking to provide a single user ID authentication system to ease the management. (Crosman 2014; IBM 2014)
4.3.4 CASE: Bank of America private cloud
Bank of America, also known as BofA, is the second largest banking company in the United States. A well-known wealth management company, Merrill Lynch, is a subsidiary of
BofA. BofA has been studying cloud computing for a while according to David Reilly, the
global technology infrastructure executive of Bank of America. BofA is currently running
a cloud pilot on two private environments to keep their vendor options open. The company
is looking for a large scale adoption project in 2015. The main reason BofA is approaching
the cloud is reducing costs. They see as much as half of the datacenter costs being reduced,
which comes from the automatic scalability that the cloud offers. (Murphy 2014)
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Bank of America is approaching cloud computing from private cloud perspective, but they
see eventually moving some workloads to public cloud providers. However, it is clear that
some workloads and certain sensitive data is left on premise. This also explains why a
large company with large amounts of resources would start with private first. (Murphy
2014)
Reilly mentions that traditional IT professionals will see themselves more in a software
development role due to cloud implementations. Skills that are needed with maintaining
infrastructure are no longer needed as these areas are outsourced to infrastructure providers. Companies will face a need to hire new people and train old. (Murphy 2014)
Merrill Lynch is in the same boat as its parent company as they also started with developing a private cloud first. While Merrill Lynch sees the benefits of low costs from public
cloud companies, they also see their offerings as not sufficient. If Merrill Lynch were to
move their applications to the cloud at its present state, the company would have to do too
much redesign worth for it to be worthwhile. The chief technology architect and global
head of architecture, Jeff Birnbaum, sees cloud as a huge opportunity for companies that
offer market data to the public. (Crosman 2009a; Crosman 2009b)
4.3.5 CASE: NasdaQ OMX FinQloud
Cloud implementation does not always enable success and may even cause problems for a
company. In 2012, Nasdaq OMX developed FinQloud which runs on AWS. The initial
idea was to provide storage and management of financial data via AWS S3 (Simple Storage Service). There are rules and regulations regarding financial data, which may for example demand some financial data to be saved for a certain period of time. This would
mean that companies have to have storage set up for huge amounts of financial data.
Nasdaq OMX wanted to offer storage services via AWS cloud. Nasdaq OMX would take
care of clients’ security, confidentiality and compliancy issues by providing an agile and
scalable cloud service to the customer with minimal involvement. (Amazon Web Services
2014b)
In the first quarter of 2014 it was reported by Financial Times that FinQloud failed to gain
traction and several top executives and other project associates had abandoned it. The
cause of the shutdown is only cited as “failed to gain traction” and therefore it is difficult
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to tell what the exact reason behind the abandonment decision was. However, it is reported
that some of the companies that did use the service, are pleased with cloud capabilities
overall. Jordan & Jordan was one of the companies using FinQloud and they have since
moved their cloud activities to AWS directly. In the end, the FinQloud case is an interesting one and can be inspected further on the AWS case study site. It explains the architecture in quite some detail. (Massoudi 2014; Demarest 2014)
The AWS web site includes countless case studies of their customers, including several
financial services companies and energy companies. Several cases have been made of utilizing cloud for scale and speed, but there are also cases related to archiving, as the one
above, and others. The next section will tackle with identifying solutions that fit the cloud
paradigm.

4.4 Cloud candidate identification
With the newfound information of cloud technology, trading environment and the cases
found within the financial and energy sector, it is now possible to identify the processes
and applications within Fortum that may gain benefits from the cloud. Simply choosing
similar cases to what have already been done successfully is not enough. There are a few
things that need to be accounted for when choosing, which are explained in this chapter.
4.4.1 Dependency mapping
Every component of every system or process may not initially be a good case for a cloud
implementation. Deciding what could benefit from cloud and what would not may be a
difficult task. The general idea of something that would fit the cloud ideology is something
that would benefit from fast provisioning, on-demand functionality, cost reductions and
short bursts of capacity intensity. These are explained more in depth in chapter 2.5 “Benefits of Cloud Computing”. If it is found out that a process has issues with these types of
things, or could benefit from possible improvements regarding the positives of cloud, a
process could generally be thought as cloud fitting. However, a cloud migration is not a
simple task within a complex infrastructure. AWS suggests that, in addition to technical
and security assessment, creating a dependency tree of systems and processes can help
significantly in selecting a cloud candidate. Figure 19 illustrates the dependency tree idea
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and how the selection would work. (Varia 2010, p. 7-8)

Figure 19. Cloud candidate selection (Varia 2010, p. 8)
The figure above is a high-level overview of a possible company IT infrastructure. It resembles a lot of figure 9, which explains the trading environment infrastructure. However,
this figure has also included the dependencies and a bit more in-depth colorization that
classifies application compliance requirements, coupling, licensing and so on. (Varia 2010,
p. 8)
In addition to the fact that the best candidates for cloud are obviously the ones that can
utilize many of the cloud offerings, the best candidates are also those that have the least
vertical dependencies. This is also illustrated in figure 4 in a way that it becomes a lot easier to determine if an application is cloud suitable. In a vertical dependency setting, the applications are basically tied to each other. A change in between would cause a disturbance
in the dependent applications. Some systems that generally have little vertical dependencies are backup systems, batch processing applications, development, testing and web applications. Varia (2010) gives a long suggestion list of applications that are good candidates, but it essentially boils down to applications that benefit from the cloud offerings as
mentioned above: excess capacity, deficient capacity and need for scale. A warning is also
given that specialized hardware will likely cause problems and should be avoided. Research on cloud costs also points out that applications that need 100% uptime would not be
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the best candidates for cloud, as a cloud virtual machine is highly likely to be costlier than
a traditional one. More on this can be found in chapter 3.2 “Purchasing cloud services” and
in the upcoming cost comparison chapter. (Varia 2010, p. 8)
4.4.2 Cloud candidates
According to the findings and guidelines about selecting a cloud candidate, a few possibilities have been found for Fortum. The following figure and explanations have been established by utilizing the cloud theory learned during this research and also from interviews
held with the IT professionals within Fortum trading environment.

Figure 20. Cloud possibilities within Fortum
As can be seen from figure 20, one good candidate is application development. Fortum
does some in-house development and is very keen on innovation. Information on this can
be found in the appendices, particularly under appendices 2 and 3. It was found out that
setting up a development environment may take up to a month at the moment. Virtual machines are obviously faster to get than physical ones due to the nature of virtualization.
Cloud could enable fast provision of resources and a swift environment setup after creating
machine images for a default environment setup. Written scripts, or recipes as described by
a configuration management tool Chef, could ease the environment setup. After acquiring a
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virtual machine, a custom deployment script would be run which installs the environment
within minutes. The developers could then run tests within their own sandbox and shut the
service down after the day or whenever it is not needed anymore. The on-demand possibilities of the cloud could also help in generating cost reductions, as there are several instances where a test environment is set up and constantly running, but no one is using it. A
one day development session with a cloud enabled environment would drop a few thousand euros of costs to just a handful of euros by removing the unnecessary idle-time. (Varia 2010, p. 17-19)
Other good cases are simulation and optimization systems. Fortum does a lot of simulation
to plan ahead efficiently and accurately. In an environment where weather plays a big part,
forecasting the future is vital to stay competitive. Also, historical information about the
past provide a lot of information to generate various scenarios of floods, rains and so forth.
The longer the forecast, the longer the simulations take. Running tens of scenarios with
datasets on hourly accuracy spanning 365 days takes some time to process and calculate.
Business people are generally used to this and many simulations are run overnight or early
in the morning, but if there is an error, the whole simulation has to be re-run. Even if there
is something that seems weird in the results, there has to be some parameter changes and
re-runs. Like found out in the New England wind energy case, something like this may
take up to few days, and it does. A market modelling software used by Fortum does some
long-term simulating that takes around multiple hours to process. This is mainly because of
the huge datasets, but also because the simulation is done by utilizing a single computer.
For this particular system, the provider has announced that they will be more focused on
cloud and parallel processing, which could enable huge benefits for Fortum business.
There are some issues that could come from allocating licenses to several computers as the
license amount is limited, but future evolvements in the system could introduce multilicense simulation runs. These runs could likely be done within minutes instead of hours,
by utilizing several computers on-demand from the cloud. Production planning systems
could also benefit from cloud treatment as they use the same kind of multi-scenario type of
optimization processes. (Appendix 7)
An additional case could be DR as this is traditionally very expensive considering that the
disaster recovery systems are essentially duplicates of the production environment, but
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they do not generate any direct value. A DR system is simply on standby in case a disaster
happens on the main site. Setting up a disaster recovery site in the cloud would be highly
efficient, as the providers only invoice for machines that are running. A disaster recovery
site could be set up so that there are ready images to start up the recovery within minutes.
The only cost would come from maintaining a data backup in the cloud. The data transfer
could be automated with set intervals, depending on the RTO and RPO. DR in the cloud
has been researched during the years 2012 and 2013 at Fortum. Another additional case
would be enabling a cloud management platform from which developers could acquire
resources for any arbitrary tests that they quickly need a VM for. In addition, cost reductions could be enabled via cloud for systems that have vertical dependencies and underutilized components. (Haikonen, 2012).
The main barrier of entry into the cloud for Fortum is security. As seen in the appendices,
trading and forecast data is generally very confidential. Bits and pieces of the data would
likely not give the competitor much insight about any trading strategies, but the company
does not even want to think about the possibility of a data leak. Fortum IT Infrastructure
standard states that the service performance, costs, IT service management, information
security, systems monitoring and license monitoring have to be defined before selecting
the service. Fortum corporate IT is also highly against ad hoc implementations and therefore possible applications have to be evaluated case by case. This means that these points
have to be researched out carefully before starting an implementation. (Turunen 2011, p.
16)
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5 CLOUD IMPLEMENTATION TEMPLATE
5.1 Overview
The cloud implementation process is not an easy task in a large enterprise. The process has
to be carefully thought out before sacrificing man-hours and money into something that
has not been done before. To make the process even harder, the task at hand is likely to be
a transition from an in-house environment to the cloud environment, which poses some
additional risks and difficulties along the way. The process of transitioning to the cloud is a
daunting project. A template has been created to ease up the process and to offer a guiding
hand through the difficulties that might occur along the way. This template should be referred to each time when starting a new cloud implementation project. Figure 12 illustrates
the creation process overview of the template.

Figure 21. Cloud template creation process
The cloud implementation template has been created based on the theory gathered during
this research. From identifying a cloud candidate to selecting a CSP to finally deploying
the solution; this template is a general step-by-step solution for almost any process or application that is seen as a possible beneficiary of cloud computing. While the steps are general due to the wide array of applications and processes in the trading environment, an emphasis has been put on the needs of a large enterprise. The main resources for creating this
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template have been the migration frameworks presented in chapter 3.4 and a white paper
published by Amazon on transitioning from on premise to cloud, but also the findings from
trading interviews and trading research.
As found out from the frameworks, plenty of emphasis has been put on the initial planning
steps. It is vital for a company to not start a project without a solid reason, especially if the
on premise environment is good enough. Furthermore, this template will be tested in chapter 5.3. The testing is conducted on paper, where the steps are processed quickly with confirmation from Fortum employees. No real decisions or piloting is made during testing.
The template can be viewed in figure 22. It is then briefly explained and rationalized. This
template is the result of everything found out during this thesis.

Figure 22. Cloud implementation template
The template is divided into six phases and twenty-four individual steps, if counting the
pilot loop. The time period for going from zero to cloud is likely to last between six to thirty-six months, as found out in the research. This is explained by the fact that a public cloud
implementation with most of the time going to planning and piloting could be done in six
months, while a full-scale private cloud implementation would take a few years to be fully
functional, with a long time for setting up a proper on premise setup with cloud capabili76

ties. The template also includes phases and steps with dotted-line boxes. This means that
the step should not be repeated unless there is a real need. For example, there is no need to
select a new CSP multiple times unless the cloud candidate is a niche solution where a
large CSP does not have expertise in. The large green arrows also provide extra information to the fact that CSP selection is likely to be jumped over after the first cloud project. Moreover, the square-like boxes simply indicate mini-goals where the cloud project
has met a certain threshold. Such as ”Cloud is go”, where the organization should have
decided whether the cloud candidate could actually be a beneficiary of cloud technology.
The questions that follow each step are examples on how to approach each step. By answering each question, the cloud project is likely to stay on the right track.
5.1.1 Identification
The first phase, identification, starts with mapping out processes and applications used
within the select organization environment. In Fortum’s case, this would be the trading
environment. Here, the company would reflect the possible benefits of cloud technology,
found out in chapter 2.5, to the processes and applications within the environment to see
whether there are possible cloud candidates. One of the most important things to note here,
is that if an application gathers a lot of data from other applications and then feeds a lot of
data to more applications, it is likely that the integration with other components of the environment is too deep for it to be a feasible cloud candidate. Applications with little integration and dependencies are easier to separate from the on premise environment and move
to the cloud, as established in chapter 4.4.1.
After the cloud candidates have been mapped out, the template can be processed individually per candidate. The cloud suitability sequence in chapter 3.1.1 is used for each candidate. From this point on, the focus is on a single cloud application or process candidate.
The basic idea of the sequence is to evaluate if there are impediments to a cloud implementation for the candidate. These impediments are explained in 3.1.1, but the general idea is
to address issues such as long-term contracts with infrastructure providers that could affect
the detachment from on premise or possible impediments that come from custom operating
systems and hardware.
If the candidate passes the suitability sequence, it is worthwhile to determine the goals of
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the cloud implementation project. What are the issues with this candidate? Why is cloud
seen as the answer for the issues this candidate has? Are there other solutions that could
answer the issues better? After the goals have been decided, success criteria can be described based on the goals. Some metrics, such as ”cost reductions on hardware” and ”faster hardware procurement process” are helpful in explaining the success of the project in
later phases. These metrics could be established through the workload and cost models
presented in 3.2.1.
5.1.2 Planning
By now it has been decided that cloud technology is a solution for the issues that a process
or application has. It is time to initiate the process by planning on how to approach the project. The requirements presented in chapter 3.2.2 can be used to plan what the cloud solution has to do in order to satisfy the needs of the candidate. Some candidates require near
hundred percent availability, while other candidates require very thorough security
measures. The requirements are marked as mandatory and optional, to then evaluate if a
CSP can answer the needs of the solution and more. Many of the requirements, such as
security, are very common within an organization. Simply reviewing the requirements in
every following cloud implementation process can be enough to validate if the CSP still
fulfills all of the needs of the candidate. Mapping out the architecture of the process, as
noted in the seven step migration framework by Chauhan and Babar (2012), is effective
when evaluating the needs of the candidate. Some applications may consist of several
components and taking only one or two of them to the cloud may already reap huge benefits to the solution. Moreover, this helps with mapping out the breaking points of a candidate, such as integrations between database and the application server.
Lastly, after the candidate has been laid out and the requirements are visible, the organization is able to evaluate if there is enough skill in-house to conduct the cloud implementation. There are already many companies such as Techila (Techila 2014) and Nordcloud
(Nordcloud 2014), who offer niche solutions to cloud problems. These companies have the
skills needed to make a cloud implementation project live. They often offer services that
can be used via their platforms, but they utilize the infrastructures of larger CSP’s. However, if a company has capable IT personnel, it may be valuable to use their already existing
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skills with the on premise infrastructure.
5.1.3 Cloud service provider selection
The first step in selecting a CSP is to determine what service suits the candidate. The
amount of control needed from the service is a good starting point for deciding which service and deployment models suit the candidate best. If the company wants to install their
own security measures, an IaaS solution is the only option as it gives access to the infrastructure level. If the company wants to transition from CAPEX to OPEX, a private cloud
deployment model would not be feasible. The possible CSPs are quite easily mapped out
by simply thinking about the service and deployment models. For a large enterprise, it likely boils down to selecting some of the most prominent vendors in the industry, such as
Amazon, Microsoft and Google. These companies provide tried and tested services from
SaaS to IaaS. Information on different service and deployment models can be found in
chapter 2.2.
While evaluating different CSPs from a large enterprise point of view, the integration
model becomes highly valuable as pointed out in appendix 8. The Fortum trading environment, for example, is very cautious of where to put their data. It is very important to
feel confident that the data is put in a secure place where a competitor has no access.
Therefore, evaluating the CSPs from a security point of view is highly valuable. If a vendor does not offer VPN, it is likely to be cut out from the list of potential providers, at least
for Fortum. (Appendices 1-8)
The final step before selecting a CSP, is cost comparison. There is fierce price competition
between cloud providers, which can be seen in the following chapter, 5.2. If the candidate
is already implemented within the on premise environment, doing a cost comparison
against the selected cloud vendors would provide a beneficial overview on how the costs
would be affected. This cost comparison will not give a true picture, even though the large
CSPs offer very elaborate cost calculation tools. Hidden costs can only be found out with a
real pilot, which will be conducted when the CSP is selected. However, a cost comparison
at this point is worthy to gain some perspective on how the costs are calculated in the
cloud.
When selecting a CSP, the user of the template would finally measure the features of the
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CSP by seeing if the requirements in the planning phase are met. Depending on the process
or application, there are requirements that are needed more. This is not a test where the
CSP with the most features wins. It depends on what kind of value the organization puts on
the requirements. A heavy cost reduction might overweigh the tens of features offered by
another cloud vendor. Additional information on selecting a CSP can be found in chapter
3.3.
5.1.4 Pilot
During this phase, the CSP is tested and a proof of concept is created. The people responsible of the cloud implementation project are tasked to create a pilot to prove that the cloud
works and there is a possibility to create a solution that benefits the organization. The first
step is to research the CSP to find out what it takes to start working with it. This includes
setting up machine images, a secure connection and choosing a dummy, low-risk service to
run in the cloud. (Varia 2010, p. 11-12)
During the piloting phase, the dummy service will be moved to the cloud and the capabilities of the CSPs are tested. It is also important to do tests against the requirements set in
the planning phase. If the cloud application needs to be secure, what are the security measurements that can be set in the cloud? Various CSP features can be tested with low cost or
even free, especially for a dummy service that does not need a lot of computing power.
AWS, Google and Azure all offer free cloud credits that can be used for very light testing
within the cloud.
During or after the pilot, introducing the test results to the rest of the organization is a
must. If the results are promising, it is valuable to show the results to other IT personnel
and even train them. Business personnel can also be introduced to the technology, particularly when the costs are moving from assumptions to reality. As found out during this research, the CSPs offer very interesting monitoring capabilities, even from the cost perspective. These monitoring tools will help during the piloting process. Cost verification can be
done as a lot of the hidden costs will be realized during a few month piloting process.
Costs can be verified through similar monitors and measurements as found in chapter
3.5.1.
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5.1.5 Deployment
After the CSP capabilities have been identified and tested, it is time to deploy the process
or application to the cloud. The deployment to the cloud varies case by case, but there are
some general points that can be prepared for each case. There are two viable migration
strategies as explained in chapter 3.4.5. The solution architects involved in the project
would create an approach to the cloud environment for the certain candidate based on the
findings in the cloud pilot. The need for deployment scripts, machine images, security and
so forth are laid out before moving to the cloud, but also, the pain points identified during
the Planning section have to be accounted for. For example, if the identified cloud candidate is a traditional system that would be migrated to the cloud, the system architect would
have to figure out how the different environment affects the system. Does the tool need
refactoring prior to the migration? It is likely there has to be some level of migration, but
depending on integrations with the on premise infrastructure, the changes can be minor or
large.
One very important part of moving to a service oriented environment is governance. While
organizations may have functional ITSM procedures implemented for the traditional environment, it does not work the same for a service such as cloud. A plan should be established on how to monitor personnel use of cloud resources. A person could be appointed as
a cloud manager and automation set up to oversee the cloud via cloud management software. More on this in chapter 3.5.
According to Amazon, the initial cloud deployment will likely be a simple move-to process
where the on premise setup is copied into the cloud and the process is set to run similar to
the on premise one, by just changing some connectivity configurations. After the application or process has been moved, it is time to make use of the cloud. Automation and scalability are likely the first cloud features that can be taken to use for the solution. Moreover,
when the solution has been live in the cloud for a while, the success criteria can be reviewed.
5.1.6 Continuous operation
The last part of every successful project is continuous operation. The projects transitions
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into a state where the organization could seek out additional benefits from the cloud for the
solution. The cloud service providers continue to add new features to their service catalogue to make the cloud even more useful and easier to use. The providers offer step by
step documentation, for example, on how to optimize solutions to reap additional cost benefits. However, there is also some responsibility for the application developers to reengineer the solution to fit the cloud environment better. Applications that are built for
traditional environment are likely to have a lot of possibilities for refactoring to gain even
more benefits from the cloud. (Varia 2010, p. 21-22)
When cloud has been tried and tested in a company, it may be a possibility to transition
into a private cloud setting. As private cloud is not likely to be the first option in a company, it may be an option after giving cloud the green light.
The next section detaches CSP and traditional environment cost comparison from the template to provide a business case for Fortum to take on cloud computing. After that, the
template is tested with a potential cloud candidate within the Fortum trading environment.
This test will prove that the created template can be used with real processes and applications.

5.2 Cost comparison
This chapter includes cost comparison between the traditional platform available in Fortum
at the moment and the cloud services that could be used to enhance or replace parts of
these systems. The comparison is done only for virtual machines as IaaS is the most likely
entry cloud service model to be embraced by Fortum. This cost comparison acts as a business case for Fortum and is therefore detached from the template flow for the purposes of
this thesis. The goal is to either prove or disprove the claimed cost benefits that cloud is
supposed to achieve with variable workloads. If there is a possibility to claim cost reductions, Fortum business units may become more enthusiastic about the possibilities of the
technology.
It should be noted that hardware costs are the most obvious costs of cloud computing and
have been chosen as the target of the comparison. The traditional Fortum system cost
structure consists of licenses, support, hardware and other operational costs such as user
training. The one which cloud can affect is hardware, which includes operating system
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costs. Some license options are also provided by some CSP’s, for example, Microsoft Azure provides the user the possibility to create Oracle instances, which are a bit more expensive, but include the expensive Oracle license. These uncommon instances have not been
taken into account in the cost calculations, as they are special cases that should be looked
at case by case.
Another reason for choosing physical computing resources as the comparison target, is that
it provides a very simple measure for seeing how the variable workload affects actual
costs. There are some rather hidden costs such as data transfer and I/O, which are more
difficult to measure. These have not been taken into account. However, the tables do show
the cost per gigabyte sent from the cloud to on-premises. It is important to note that sending data into the cloud and within the cloud itself costs nothing in every case included in
this cost comparison. For accurate measures, the costs of I/O and data transfer, which fluctuates heavily based on the system and its use, could be measured with a low-risk pilot
case.
Cloud prices have been constantly lowered by the CSPs in past years and the signs point to
more reductions in the future. According to RightScale (2014), a company that tracks prices from six major public cloud providers, cloud service prices continue to drop rapidly.
Figure 23 illustrates the trend between the years 2012 and 2013.

Figure 23. Cloud price reductions 2012-2013 (RightScale 2014)
Because of the frequency of cloud cost reductions, the costs presented in this thesis are
outdated after a few months of its publishing. For example, RightScale discovered that
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AWS had thirteen cost reductions in the year 2013, with most of them targeting computing
resources. The price competition is definitely fierce. (RightScale 2014)
The following CSP’s have been chosen from a research done by TIVI, a Finnish computer
magazine, which ranked several providers according to a handful of attributes: usability,
IaaS capabilities, PaaS capabilities, support, and location. This gives a good starting point
for mapping the CSP area. In addition, all three of the included CSP’s are quite prominent
operators in the field and there is little reason for a larger enterprise to ignore companies
with extensive backgrounds in cloud computing. Moreover, these CSP’s offer very elaborate cost calculation tools, which have greatly improved the accuracy of this cost comparison. (TIVI 2014)
The following figure illustrates the cost comparison results of a traditional development
virtual machine compared to similar machines from Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud
and Microsoft Azure. The machines are slightly more or less powerful as the traditional
machine as the CSPs provide virtual machines by tiers. It should be noted that during this
research HP was excluded due to having cloud data centers in the United States only, but
during the end of 2014 there was a hint of a cloud data center being built in Finland. This is
important, as HP is the infrastructure provider for Fortum and receiving cloud services
from them directly would ease the transition process a lot.

Figure 24. Monthly cost comparison between providers and the traditional environment
In figure 24 the compared machines

all have four central processing units (CPU) and
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around thirty gigabytes of random-access memory (RAM). Disk storage varies a lot between cloud providers. The traditional computer has 160 gigabytes of disk space, while
AWS machine offers 80 gigabytes of solid-state disk (SSD) space, which is a lot faster
than the disk on the traditional computer, while only offering half of the space. Azure has
nearly 300 gigabytes of standard memory and Google 365 gigabytes of solid-state. The
disk space is ephemeral on the cloud machines, which means that when the machine is shut
down, everything saved on the machine is lost. For this reason, machine images and deployment scripts are saved into the cloud and used for automation purposes. However,
when it comes to cost comparison, these machines resemble the traditional machine the
most. The additional disk space simply cannot be avoided due to the tiered increases of all
resources. Selecting more CPU or RAM also increases or decreases the disk space. For this
reason, CSPs provide instances with names such as “m1.xlarge”, where xlarge refers to the
size of the instance storage and m1 to medium computation power, from here the customer
can choose a computer which answer their needs the most. Instance comparison can be
viewed in appendices 9, 10 and 11. The information for the traditional costs have been
bulled from Fortum ARS and can be viewed in appendix 12.
The x-axis in the figure represents the hours in a month, far right representing the medium
of hours in a month, 720 hours. The y-axis represents the cost of the instance. What was
achieved through this comparison, is a graph that shows what it means to have an instance
running for a certain amount of hours during a month. The green line, representing the traditional development machine, has a fixed cost for the whole duration of a month. The
overall cost for a virtual machine at Fortum is quite inexpensive, but a fixed cost development machine is not the optimal solution with today’s technology. A development machine
is not in use for every hour in a month. The figure illustrates how variable workload would
affect the costs with a cloud machine. At 450 hours use per month AWS and Azure instances would break even with the costs of a traditional machine. Google instances could
be run for a little more than 500 hours and still be around the same cost as the traditional
machine. These hour figures represent over fifteen days of non-stop use of the machine. In
a development case, the developers would be using the machines for some hours during the
working days and the machine would sleep at night. Inspecting the graph even more, at
nine hours a day for twenty-one days in a month, the amount of hours would clock in at
189 hours. This setting represents a common working hour schedule over a month. This
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puts the cost of a cloud machine at a little below 100 euros a month for every CSP. Less
than half of the traditional machine; a huge cost saving. Over longer periods of use, Google
is the cheapest as they offer a system where each quarter of hours of a month decreases the
instance cost by a few percent. Further details can be found on Google Cloud’s pricing web
page.
The CSPs are quite even in the instance costs with the selected instances. At half of the
price of the traditional machine, there is a lot of room left for data transfer costs. The outbound data transfer from the cloud is a difficult measurement, but some benchmark can be
offered by the pricing information offered by the CSPs. At 500 gigabytes of transfer a
month, Azure is the cheapest, at about 32 euros a month. The other vendors not being far
from that figure, with only a couple euros margin. However, there are major cost reductions when the customer goes to huge amounts of data transfer. This makes it feasible to
acquire all cloud services from one provider. Moreover, a virtual private network (VPN)
connection with the CSP can drop the data transfer rates even lower. However, setting a
VPN with the cloud provider will cost on a corporate level at Fortum and also, the connection hours are invoiced by the CSP.
The cost comparison does not immediately point out a CSP that is greatly cheaper than the
other. Each provider has a few tricks up their sleeve to bring down the costs in different
situations. Amazon offers the possibility to reserve instances, which basically means that
the customer chooses an Internet Protocol (IP) address, which a certain AWS instance will
always use. This enables the customer to more easily connect to the instance, as the IP will
not be dynamically addressed after each restart. Other benefits are cost reductions, as the
reserved instances are reserved for a minimum of one to three years, and over this period
the customer gets a slight price decrease. However, the customer has to pay an upfront fee
for the reservation. This is a way for Amazon to hold on to their customers. On the other
hand, Azure offers the cheapest VPN connection through lowered transfer costs between
virtual networks and also, the Windows Servers offered from Azure are cheaper and more
up to date, considering Azure is a part of the Microsoft brand. As mentioned, Google has
the best pricing system for longer periods of use through their reduction system. Their
VPN is also free, but still in Alpha testing phase, which means it cannot be used for production purposes. In addition, the forced 375 gigabytes of instance storage in all Google
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instances puts the Google pricing very near to the other providers, even though the instances themselves would be a lot cheaper than AWS and Azure. (Amazon 2014; Google 2014;
Microsoft 2014)
The cost comparison was done during the November of 2014. It is likely that some cost
reduction have hit each of the providers when reading this. However, based on this research, the choice of a provider has to be done based on other features than cost. Even
then, for achieving cost reductions for a system or application, it is certainly feasible to use
a cloud instance instead of a traditional one, if the instance is not in use for more than 400
hours a month. The best case scenario would be a well-automated instance that is running
only when needed.

5.3 Cloud template validation
The template is tested with the cloud candidate findings in chapter 4.4. The whole template
is processed through on paper-level to test the template flow and see if the results are satisfactory. The template consists of a set of simple questions that can be answered as a test for
the template functionality. The testing process is conducted with the help of Tero Tiainen
and Martin Lindström, who are also the instructors of this research. The testing process
results are presented in this chapter.
The Fortum application development often follows a very traditional approach. The development process – on a very general level – consists of setting the requirements, programming, testing, documentation and deployment. During the requirements phase, the developers and customer, a Fortum business unit, arrange several meetings during the start of
the project to find out the need of the customer and to build up a paper concept of an application. During the initial phases of the project, the initial required application environments
are set up on servers with free space, as seen in appendix 3, or new resources are requested
from the infrastructure provider, as seen in appendix 2. After this, the application is developed with Microsoft tools and additional resources are requested if needed. Testing often
occurs continuously as the application is developed. Documentation is done before deployment, as the deployment phase is often quite far from the initial programming phases,
and it is likely that the developers may forget some nuances of the product. Before deployment, the user gets to test the final product and reports if there are some final fixes that
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are needed. After the product has been deployed to the production environment, where it is
used for real business tasks, the product will need support if it breaks, but also, if the customer has additional needs for the product. This process model is often described as the
waterfall model, due the fact that it steps down to the next step without going back to the
previous one. (Petersen et al. 2009, p. 388-390)
Recently Fortum trading IT has taken into an agile software development model. This
model is supposed to make developers work more efficiently and fulfill the needs of the
customer even better by dividing requirements into smaller chunks that can be done within
a shorter time period. Each chunk is worked with from start to finish, from requirements to
deployment, and then presented to the customer as soon as possible to receive input before
moving on. The two core points of this model are speed and efficiency, which are both
hindered by the current traditional resource procurement system. Cloud is seen to enhance
these features even more. The development process will not be explained in depth in this
thesis. (Karunakaran 2013, p. 213-214)
The in-house development process has been chosen as a viable cloud candidate for the Fortum trading environment. As found out during this thesis, development and testing are
some of the processes that are very low-risk. This process is a simple starting case for the
Fortum trading environment to start familiarizing itself with the cloud. The initial idea is to
have a reliable environment in the cloud, from which the trading IT developers and external developers can get resources for a quick start. This supports fast testing of new ideas
and the potential to nurture innovation within the trading IT. Having an on-demand environment for use in the cloud could possibly bring cost reductions and the developers into
the same environment, while being independent of the physical location of the developer.
This means that external consultants, with the proper access rights, would easily access the
development environment from locations outside of the Fortum offices. Information on
development processes has been collected through the interviews held for this thesis and
from the testing talk held with Lindström and Tiainen. The following figures will step
through the template presented in section 5.1, to test the template, but to also see if cloud
as a platform for application development is a viable option within the Fortum trading environment. The first figure below, figure 25, represents the first phase of a cloud implementation project.
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Figure 25. Identification phase of the cloud implementation process
In-house development is seen as a process that often has minimal dependencies and integrations to other systems or applications. The end result of the application could be dependent of some other software, but the process can be started from a clean slate. The process is also not tied to any long-term contracts with suppliers or other companies. Fortum
development is also done on top of common Microsoft platforms, which makes it very
ideal for cloud development, as the offerings of a CSP are often basic with some exotic
resources offered depending on the CSP. This makes security the only impediment as Fortum employees are very hesitant to move data somewhere else except the familiar Fortum
data center. However, developers would work with dummy data first to avoid any risk and
then gradually increase the amount of in-house data as confidence increases.
There are several cloud benefits that would fit development in the cloud. When defining
the goals of this project, the first wanted results would be cost reductions and speed of acquiring computing resources. Therefore, success for this hypothetical project was defined
as 50% cost reductions and a maximum of two days of resource provision time, instead of
one month. In the end of this project, the developers would simply have the possibility to
get computing resources directly in the beginning of a development project. As we inspect
the cloud research done for this thesis, these wants and needs would likely happen. Figure
26 explains the next phase of the implementation process.
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Figure 26. Planning phase of the cloud implementation process
During this phase the requirements are mapped out for the development process. The requirements for this process have been set under four main categories that can also be found
in chapter 3.2.2: functionality, performance, manageability and security. Under the functionality category, the main requirements regarding the CSP are programming languages
and platform resources. Fortum trading floor developers work exclusively with Windows
resources. This means that support for programming languages such as C# and support for
at least Windows Server 2008 resources are mandatory. Support for Windows Server 2012
resources is optional for now as the new platform for older applications have not been decided yet. The same goes for database resources as they walk hand in hand with Windows
Server.
As for performance and manageability, the development environment should feel as fast as
the environment in-house. A slow response time would make developers stray away from
cloud services quickly. Outages should also not happen during office hours with a MTTR
of five minutes. A clear reporting system and an application programming interface (API)
are mandatory for management purposes. Moreover, without proper security capabilities
Fortum cannot use cloud for anything. There has to be secure data transfer capabilities by
either VPN or SSH, as mentioned in appendix 8. Access to Microsoft Active Directory
accounts is also a major bonus, as then the users can be linked to the cloud with a single
login as this login is used within the on premise infrastructure.
Criticality in terms of development does not come from certain parts of the process being
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more critical than other, it comes from connectivity. The ability to connect applications to
databases and from there to other systems, is of utmost importance to developers. The connectivity and speed between the developed application and the database has to be fluid, be
it in the cloud or in a hybrid setting with the Fortum on premise environment. It is very
likely that there would be some hybrid solutions that move data between the cloud and on
premise. This transaction has to be fast and secure.
The last part of this phase is to consider the skills needed for the cloud project. The Fortum
trading IT has a lot of expertise in working within Windows environments. Microsoft
tools, new or old, are second nature to the personnel. For this reason, working in a cloud
with familiar Windows functionality would ease the implementation process. There has
also already been a project from 2012 onward to the end of 2013 in cloud computing and
therefore there is little knowledge already. The implementation of a cloud development
platform would likely take one active person to investigate the opportunities and for piloting. However, when streamlining the process and taking it into everyday use, there should
be a person that is knowledgeable enough of the cloud to manage the whole process - to
take care of invoicing and communications between the parties. Cloud workshops and
management level enthusiasm can drive the cloud development project from zero to live.
Figure 27 illustrates the next phase of the implementation process.

Figure 27. CSP selection phase of the cloud implementation process
During this phase, the task is to decide on a cloud service provider. The requirements for
the provider were set in the previous phase, which leaves a few more tasks unanswered.
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There is a plethora of cloud vendors in the industry and the goal is to find a few that could
fit the requirements. To narrow down that list, deciding on a deployment and service model
first will be effective. This is a question of needed control. For development purposes,
SaaS will not offer anything, as it is already readymade software. PaaS and IaaS are the
likely options. Fortum has a need for a high level of security, but also for creating simple
web services and innovation. While IaaS would give the developers more options and configurability, PaaS can help with quickly testing an application and dropping it if it does not
work. IaaS is chosen as the main option, but PaaS capabilities are seen as a bonus for curiosity and testing purposes. What goes for choosing a deployment model, public and hybrid
are chosen as the simplest ones to start with. A private cloud would need large investments
before knowing if cloud fits Fortum’s way of working.
Ruling out SaaS and private cloud narrows down the options by quite a lot, and having
IaaS as the baseline guides Fortum towards larger providers with large infrastructures and
IaaS capabilities. The needs of a large enterprise – security, reliability, low costs – are supported by the largest operators in the industry: Microsoft, Amazon and Google. These three
offer IaaS and PaaS capabilities and years of experience in cloud. Tieto, a well-known
Finnish IT company, also offers cloud services and is initially chosen as a possibility. As
for extensive PaaS capabilities for modern web development, Salesforce and its subsidiaries, such as Heroku, could be a possibility. HP, Fortum’s infrastructure provider, offers
cloud services in the United States and according to Martin, are about to offer cloud services in Finland. HP is likely to be the number one choice for Fortum, but to start development in the beginning of 2015, HP is not yet an option.
One of the most important attributes for a CSP is secure connectivity. There are only a few
connection options available between Fortum and the cloud provider, and according to
appendix 8, there is one really favorable option: VPN. As the CSPs are investigated, everyone else except Salesforce offers VPN. In the late 2014, the time of this research,
Google’s VPN was in alpha testing phase and therefore it cannot be used for production.
However, it is free and likely to go live by the end of 2015. Other options, such as SSH and
RDP are possibilities, but are not long-term solutions as this requires opening up firewalls
for each new solution.
The last step before comparing the cloud provider features with each other is cost compari92

son. Cost comparison for this case is presented in chapter 5.2. As a summary, cost reductions compared to the traditional environment are very much achievable with variable
workloads. It should be noted that comparison was done between Google, AWS and Azure, as Tieto offers very little public information of their services. PaaS costs are lower
than IaaS, but should be verified with a separate cost comparison task and therefore
Salesforce is not included.
After the four steps in this phase, the CSP is selected. A final review is made between the
requirements and the providers. Azure is chosen due to extensive PaaS and IaaS capabilities, but also due to Fortum’s Microsoft heavy infrastructure, VPN availability, and already
made solutions within Fortum. Some of the trading IT personnel have also been already
introduced to Azure via workshops. However, AWS comes as a close second as their IaaS
capabilities are extensive and tests during 2012 and 2013 with AWS yielded positive results. AWS also provides very extensive documentation of their services. Google, while
cheap, does not offer enough features for Fortum. Salesforce services are interesting, but
without clear security information, Salesforce is not a viable option. For modern development purposes, their services could be investigated more if the need arises. The lack of
information of Tieto’s services makes evaluating them based on the knowledge on their
web site impossible and is therefore not chosen. Figure 28 visualizes the next phase of the
implementation process.

Figure 28. Pilot phase of the cloud implementation process
At this point, Azure has been chosen as the cloud service provider for this implementation
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at Fortum. To get started with cloud, the developers would first set up accounts on the
cloud provider portal. These accounts should either be subordinates under a manager or
organization account, or cost and resource management should be funneled to a manager
account. The provider API can be leveraged for this task, but it is doable through the Azure
portal. For piloting purposes, the developers have to penetrate the company firewalls for
certain IP areas. The developers can choose to work within the Northern Europe Azure IP
area and open access to those via machines that they use for development. VPN can be set
up when cloud feels production ready. With proper access to the provider, the developers
can start testing by creating machine images and sending data to Azure instances. It should
be noted that MSDN accounts, used by every Fortum trading IT developer, provide 75 euros of credits to work in Azure for free. Therefore the only cost for piloting with Azure is
the MSDN license, which is already paid for due to other services.
For small development tasks in the cloud, the developers would choose light cases that
either use dummy data or external, public data. A Fortum example of this would be a
slideshow application, InfoDisplay, used to display various informative web sites on large
screens in the so-called IT corner. The pilot will be run until there is confidence that cloud
may work for real development cases. The pilot may end with good or bad results. It is
important that the developers test various services provided by the service provider to acquire a picture of what the services can do individually and in combination. There are
many services that may have unknown capabilities. This includes the difference between
instance storage and persistent storage, the possibility to automate and schedule virtual
instances, machine images and security. These should be tested during the pilot.
During or after the piloting, if the cloud is still seen beneficial, more personnel should be
introduced to the cloud to slowly gain approval and to train in preparation for future implementations. It is very likely that developers involved with the cloud implementation
project will discuss their achievements with other developers, but business personnel are
not easily excited by technological advancements. Verification of costs and a business case
based on the possible cost reductions are likely to get business personnel interested.
The cost comparison done in 5.2 provides a good basis for proving that costs are reduced
by cloud, but by running a pilot and receiving a real invoice of the services used will help
with defining hidden costs and calculating their portion of the overall costs. However, to
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achieve cost reductions in reality, there has to be strict management over keeping used
resources running only. For developers, this would mean insisting on scheduling the use of
development resources and having a person to oversee the use. Working with free credits is
fine, but when the invoices exceed 75 euros, there has to be an explanation for it. After the
pilot is run for a few months and cloud is starting to be familiar with working in the cloud,
the organization can move to driving cloud in as a legitimate way to deploy applications
for Fortum trading. This deployment process is illustrates in figure 29.

Figure 29. Deployment phase of the cloud implementation process
Deploying the cloud development process into production in this case means confirmation
of the cloud to be used for development cases and making a template, or a procedure, for
utilizing the cloud. When moving an application to the cloud, there would be the question
of choosing either a forklift strategy or a hybrid strategy for the implementation. The development process leans more toward the hybrid strategy, as there are still development
cases, which cannot use the cloud. This is largely defined by the security needs of the application data. Only some of the application development cases can utilize the cloud,
hence, a hybrid strategy.
One of the most important questions before moving to cloud is governance. To supervise
cloud usage, and to manage costs, instances and users, Fortum has to develop an additional
tool to the developers from which they can acquire the instances needed for utilizing the
cloud. This type of an interface is introduced in 3.5. According to a rather extensive checklist done in an earlier cloud research at Fortum, there also has to be a cloud manager who is
capable of handling the communication with the CSP. This person is also supervising
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cloud service usage to see that automation is set up for starting and stopping instances.
Moreover, integration to current processes is important when taking cloud into daily development use. Integration to existing ITSM practices is a must in a large enterprise. Without this, the projects are seen as ad-hoc and easily forgotten. What is also easily forgotten,
is vendor lock-in.
As the cloud industry is growing fast and changes are rapid, it is a possibility that the CSP
changes something that is not feasible for some customers. It is highly advised in 3.3 to
make sure there are other providers to which the transition can be done in dire need. Longterm contracts with providers can also protect from sudden changes. PaaS solutions are
often more vulnerable for vendor lock-in as they utilize core capabilities by the CSP. IaaS,
however, can survive with only changing connectivity configurations. Moreover, separation of concerns is a methodology practiced by professional application developers that
makes service functionality modular. When developing cloud services, separating the
cloud functionality from the core functionality can make it easier to avoid vendor lock-in.
If Fortum manages to set up a reliable VPN connection and the cloud management application is set up, the cloud can be utilized for application development projects. The simplest
case would be to make standalone applications to the cloud, which do not communicate
much, if at all, with Fortum in-house infrastructure, if the security still seems like a risk.
The developers should have ready-made scripts and machine images created in the piloting
phase, which can be utilized with real development projects. IAM should be set up in such
a manner that the developers are able to acquire resources fast without running into extensive ITSM ticket walls. However, there should be some access limits, where more costly
resources need confirmation when trying to acquire them.
At this point the cloud can be used, but it would still be in a very raw form. With automatic
scheduling Fortum is able to gain cost reductions and the developers are able to get resources on-demand, but there are still many capabilities left untouched. For example, the
developers would likely benefit a lot from elasticity features where their used instances
would automatically scale as their databases grow. Also, security hardening via credential
rotations, IAM revisions on set intervals and snapshots would make the environment even
more reliable. But when it comes to success, it is likely that costs are dropped immensely
and resources can be acquired within minutes, which is even better than expected. The last
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phase of the template process, continuous operation, can be seen in figure 30.

Figure 30. Continuous operation phase of the cloud implementation process
Almost every IT project would end in continuous operation, which includes maintenance,
optimization and further improvements. As for this case, this would mean seeking for possibilities for additional cost reductions and further enhancements of productivity. When the
developers start using the services, cloud manager can start to evaluate usage patterns to
see if a developer is using too heavy instances for lighter purposes. It is very simple to review the monitors in Microsoft Azure cloud portal and see if a product is using less or
more CPU than expected, but there can be some difficulties with scaling it down as it is
very likely that RAM is scaled down too. For this reason, changing one powerful instance
to two minor ones could reduce some costs while keeping the computing power intact.
Moreover, if some cloud instances are run around the clock, there might be value in reserving that instance with a small up-front fee, but acquiring some discounts to the hourly rate.
The cloud providers, including Microsoft Azure, have really put effort in monitoring their
services. Reviewing the monitoring services offered by the provider may be valuable especially when there are many instances to manage. The cloud manager workload is based on
the amount of instances to look after and with notification services provided by the CSP,
the manager could keep him or herself on top of instances more passively. Email notifications when an instance is approaching a certain usage threshold can be of use.
Additional maintenance tasks would include further cloudifying of services, for example
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the database scalability mentioned above and splitting services into multiple instances instead of one powerful one. At this point, the cloud would be in use for several projects and
questions for more security might come up, especially in the trading environment. If the
cloud project has proven successful and the users want more, it might be valuable to consider a private cloud solution for large-scale cloud operations.
This concludes the testing run-through of the cloud template. These results show that the
created template provides its user with questions that can be answered with ease, but also
provide information to the user on how to proceed with the process. The end result was
presented to select Fortum employees with great success. There is also no doubt that the
map will be enhanced in the future as cloud projects start to roll out during 2015, but by
following the phases and steps presented in the template, there should be very few questions left unanswered.
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6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
During this research, it was found out that the field of cloud computing is immensely large
and the research done from the perspective of the trading environment surprisingly low.
Several cases were found on financial services and energy companies adopting the cloud,
but few to none of actual trading environment migration process steps and its difficulties.
Due to the ambiguous nature of the trading environment, research was done on common
migration frameworks by Chauhan and Babar (2012), Pahl et al. (2013), and CloudDSF by
Andrikopoulos et al. (2014), which proved to be highly valuable for Fortum as the end
result can now be utilized broadly within the trading environment.

6.1 Cloud implementation in trading
The cloud enables a new model of working where the customer can autonomously and
efficiently acquire resources to a wide array of tasks without human interaction (Mell &
Grance 2011). This way of working makes the business user less reliant on IT, and IT less
reliant on infrastructure providers. The study by Linthicum (2010) provided a good baseline for studying cloud computing and its components, including benefits and concerns of
the cloud, but also cloud adoption.
It was found out that cloud can be generally split into three pieces: SaaS, PaaS and IaaS as
defined by Mell & Grance (2011). These pieces, service models, specify what cloud capabilities can be leveraged by the user, but also the level of control that is enabled to the user.
Depending on the needs of an organization, the cloud can be an application delivered over
the Internet as a service, a platform of services used to build and application, or data center
capabilities delivered over the Internet. In the trading environment, control is valuable, as
data confidentiality is key. IaaS proved to deliver the most amount of control, as only the
underlying hardware is obscured by the user.
The concern of data security hinders cloud adoption, but small steps can be taken to start
adopting the technology while building up the confidence for implementations with high
security needs. Large organizations with a good amount of capital are found to start with
building the cloud on-premises and others test the waters in the public cloud without any
large investments (Murphy 2014). The cloud creates a shift for organizations from trying to
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do everything, to just focusing on what is important; business. New ways of working with
IT resources are needed and integration with the existing organization infrastructure is a
complex task, but the cloud implementation template in chapter 5.1 will help Fortum in
preparing for the challenges beforehand.
The cloud implementation template draws heavily on the findings in chapters 2 and 3, but
also on the migration framework created by Varia (2010). While the cloud migration
framework by Varia (2010) is comprehensive, it is designed for Amazon Web Services. In
order to support a more objective approach, the template is mainly a compilation of
frameworks with no specific cloud vendor selection made in advance. The end result also
deviates slightly from the frameworks presented in past research as additional input was
collected through trading environment research.
The processed frameworks place a large amount of stress on the opening steps of a cloud
implementation project. Analyzing and assessing the requirements set for a selected cloud
prospect can be seen as an invaluable step toward a cloud implementation. For this reason,
plenty of weight has been put on chapters 2 and 3 to offer thorough information on all of
the facets of cloud computing.
The research on the trading environment in chapter 4 was used to successfully identify the
processes that may claim cost savings, flexibility and agility by using the cloud, as described by Cooter (2013), while not emanating huge risk. Moreover, interviews within the
Fortum trading environment proved that security is a hurdle to overcome when transitioning processes that involve decision making data, which includes nearly everything in the
environment, to the cloud. As security is still seen as an issue and the confidence with
cloud is still building up, companies affiliated with trading, such as financial services companies, are seen to test the cloud waters with either careful private solutions or projects that
do not pose a risk regarding data security. Large financial services companies are using
extensive amounts of capital to build up private clouds to claim cost benefits through automatic scalability, but they see an eventual movement to shift workload to the public
cloud, while leaving the most sensitive data in-house. This information was used when
compiling the cloud implementation template to answer the needs of a large enterprise
trading environment.
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When the cloud frameworks and cloud research were compiled to a structured cloud implementation template, the end result was tested with one of the identified cloud candidates. This cloud candidate was identified from Fortum process needs and trading environment case studies. Application development was seen in chapter 4.3.3 as a simple way
to evaluate the capabilities of the cloud without exposing internal data to potentially cause
harm. Other cases proved that market simulation and optimization in the cloud can reap
immense benefits through parallel processing, but for testing purposes, development
proved to be more straightforward. The testing process was essential to improve the template to the point where it can be utilized by Fortum personnel. Moreover, the template will
be reviewed and improved at Fortum as cloud projects initialize during the year 2015 and
the remaining identified candidates, presented in chapter 4.4.2, are used to test the template.
In addition to testing the template, the cloud costs were inspected in parallel with traditional environment costs to initiate a business case. As IaaS offers virtual machines comparable to the ones within Fortum’s infrastructure, the cost comparison was done between resources with similar capabilities. The comparison revealed that the selected cloud vendors
offer services with a tiered system, which translates to not being able to fully replicate the
exact same hardware between the environments. However, the comparison was conducted
with machines with very minor differences. The final cost comparison in chapter 5.2 shows
that variable workload may offer great cost savings across each compared cloud vendor.
For more accurate results with more varying parameters, a proof of concept could be initiated and the costs reviewed with a real scenario.

6.2 Future research
There were four cases identified as potential candidates for cloud implementations within
Fortum. These cases were application testing, application development, disaster recovery
and simulation processes. Only one of these, application development, was tested during
this research as the scope is more focused on the template itself. There is growing interest
toward cloud computing, especially toward simulation and optimization, in the Fortum
trading environment. A project, which extends this thesis, will be initialized during the
January of 2015.
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In addition to further research, a proof of concept will be initiated during the 2015 spring
to evaluate a chosen cloud vendor and to get personnel familiarized with the cloud. This
proof of concept could provide additional information on cloud costs, but also services that
could be leveraged within the trading environment. As stated in 5.1, it is safer to test the
cloud before any implementations.
The template will evolve along the additional research and will likely build up to be usable
even outside the trading environment. It would be interesting to create a template, which is
accepted widely within Fortum. The current solution is far from that, as it is merely an
overview of the higher level phases and steps, which could be conducted in the Fortum
trading environment to reach the cloud with any process. With additional study on corporate level principles and service needs, the template could be extended to take into account
the requirements for a widely recognized cloud implementation template at Fortum.
In the near future, cloud could be utilized at Fortum for small tasks to evaluate if the technology can be leveraged for all of the benefits found out during this research. Small, successful projects and co-operation with the infrastructure provider could enable the possibility to build a private cloud within Fortum data centers to use cloud on a larger scale and
release the users of their concerns with security. Moreover, a private cloud platform would
simplify moving traditional processes to the cloud and some of the steps of the cloud implementation template can be phased out, such as extensive piloting, to make moving to the
cloud faster.
The future of cloud computing is bright and growing fast as forecasted by IDC (2014).
According to Malik (2014), the cloud has not yet reached its peak as it is just slowly becoming a natural part of the society. It has already enabled huge things to happen due to a
virtually endless computing capacity, and only time will tell what the possibilities of scale
can achieve during the next few years. In addition, the abstraction of infrastructure will
remove certain IT responsibilities from companies and allow for more innovation and experimentation with new resources.
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7 SUMMARY
The goal of this research was to build a step by step cloud implementation template for the
Fortum trading environment. This template will be followed when attempting to utilize the
cloud for a task, an application or a process. A literature review on recent studies was
completed to collect information on cloud technology and the trading environment. The
acquired information was analyzed and applied to build the end result presented in figure
22.
The template provides Fortum the capabilities to approach cloud implementation projects
by dividing the process into six phases. These phases include several steps for further defining the implementation challenges found from past research and trading cloud case studies. The benefits of the template translate to a structured approach to cloud computing implementations within the Fortum trading environment.
To build the template, the research problem was specified with three research questions.
Each of these questions were answered successfully. The first question was to answer what
cloud computing is and what can it be used for. This question was answered by studying
relevant past researches and by investigating cloud service providers. Due to the fast moving nature of computer sciences, the literature review was done on studies from the year
2009 to the year 2014 in order to include as recent information as possible.
The second question was to define, which trading applications or processes could benefit
from cloud computing. Trading environment was studied by interviewing Fortum trading
IT personnel and reviewing cloud implementations in financial services and the energy
industry. The case study results point toward cautious implementations of processes, which
do not have strong dependencies to the rest of the trading environment. Security is seen as
one of the main issues of cloud computing for the trading environment, due to confidential
decision making data. This is driving financial companies to building internal cloud solutions or utilizing the cloud for processes that do not involve confidential data.
The third question to be answered, before building the template, was how to migrate from
a traditional environment to the cloud environment. The findings proved that heavy emphasis is put on the initial steps of planning what the requirements for the implementation
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are. The initial decisions would then further guide the remainder of the process through
piloting to the eventual deployment to production.
Technical development details were scoped out of the project as the main goal was to build
a high level template for cloud implementation. To support the template, a validation was
conducted by selecting a potential cloud candidate from the Fortum trading environment,
and by processing the template for that particular candidate. This validation process was
completed successfully with the assistance of Fortum experts and the end results were accepted by the company. In addition to the validation, a cost comparison between a traditional computing environment and several cloud vendors was conducted to initiate a business case. The cost comparison proved cloud computing to likely bring cost savings to the
organization.
Cloud study will be continued in the future at Fortum. This research was the initial spark
needed to raise the interest of Fortum employees toward the cloud. The trading personnel
are eager to see this project going forward and bringing modern possibilities to the environment. The first steps of further cloud study at Fortum are testing the template with more
potential cloud candidates and conducting a proof of concept before starting on an actual
implementation case in the near future.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1. Energy trading and risk management system interview
(7.11.2014) with Harri Halminen, System Manager


What is the general purpose of this business process or application?
This system is a backend system for finance trades. It is involved in the life-cycle
of the electricity trades here at Fortum. Traders place the trade and the information
gets brought to the system via a market data system. This is used by risk control to
manage risk calculations and back office for invoicing. The users have to make sure
that the trades appear in the system. They come mainly from Nord Pool OMX, but
there are other sources.
Back office also has a responsibility to ensure at the end of the day that every trade
that exists in the trade reports, also exist in the system. There are also some quite
new rules involving European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) that some
trades have to be sent to them by the buyer and the seller, to make sure the trade information matches.
Over the counter (OTC) trades, 1-on-1 trades, money go directly between individuals and there is also a lot of confirming involved. This is mainly done by an automatic script in the end of the day that sends invoices and confirmations to the counter party via email. The invoices are processed overnight.
Cash flows are also sent to FINA (corporate accounting system). This also involves
a highly complex automatic process caused by countless rules and regulations.
The bottom line is: a lot of data goes into the system database, and all of the data
has to match everywhere.



Which applications are reliant on this process or application?
A financial electricity reporting tool, which exists for a single calculation, is reliant
on this system. These two are very closely integrated, but the financial electricity
tool is seen as a separate entity. The reporting tool gets all its trade data from the
energy trading and risk management system. (continues)

APPENDIX 1. (continued)


Vice versa, which applications does this one rely on?
This system gets all price information from an external system. A corporate application provides the external system information on currency exchange rates and interests, which are used by this system. All of the trading platforms used in Fortum’s
trading floor, including trading workstations, broker software, secure phone lines
and countless excel tools feed data into to this system. Basically, the IT integration
around the system is quite delicate as Excel tools are easy to break.



Who are the primary stakeholders?
The system is used by risk control, back office and traders.



What is the role of IT regarding this process? What about the supplier?
IT is responsible of managing the access rights and support for this tool. IT is generally not responsible of daily activities, but there are constant change requests and
incidents that demand attention from the IT staff.
Supplier SLA states that they should assist with various incidents. There is also the
possibility to purchase consulting from the supplier, but this is an expensive endeavor as the supplier staff is located outside of Finland. All expenses should be
covered if they were to come to Finland.



What kinds of resources are needed? Are there load peaks?
There are three environments for running the system: production, test and development.
The production environment has three (3) physical Windows machines for graphical user interface (GUI), three (3) physical Windows application servers and two
(2) UNIX database servers that are linked with a market analyzer as it has production Oracle database on the same computers.
The development and test environment have a single database cluster which is also
shared with the market analyzer’s test environment. Development and test also both
have four (4) virtual machines where one (1) is dedicated to GUI and three (3) to
application, to basically replicate the production environment. (continues)

APPENDIX 1. (continued)


Is the data handled highly confidential? Are there location restrictions?
Trade data is confidential overall. There are a few very, very confidential price
forecasts sent from market analyzer to this system which should never be visible
outside of the trading floor. Even the suppliers are not given exact data dumps (a
data dump is basically a copy-paste of all the data in some database to another).
They are handed some data to work with while they develop new things. The inhouse IT crowd is highly competent when it comes to database structures and programming, and therefore not much support is needed from the supplier.
Harri also says that, in principle, data should physically be as close to the company
as possible. I used an example “What if your data was in the US instead of Sweden
or Finland?”, Harri instantly countered me with another question “What if a new
law or regulation enters into force there? Fortum doesn’t even want to think about
what happens to the data in a case like this. It is better and simpler to stay within
the Nordic or European borders, because everything is already accounted for and
we are working within the legislation of the Nordics. In addition, there is no latency
while working in these short distances”.



Is the application/process in daily use?
Prices keep coming in to the system and therefore the system is running 24/7.
However, the GUI machines are not used outside the working hours. They are on
standby, which means that they are still running 24/7. Also, only two of the application servers are active round the clock, the third one is on standby.



Is there any heavy calculating involved?
Risk control runs calculations that take several hours. They leave these activities
running over night and in the morning, a report is created for traders to use in the
current day trades. These reports are critical and affect trading if something goes
wrong.



What is the current cost situation of this process?
Harri was able to tell me that the product licenses are a prominent fixed costs and
the other costs come from every single machine used by the system. These can be
found from ARS when needed. (continues)

APPENDIX 1. (continued)


Where could we do cost reductions?
There has already been some large cost reductions where, for example, test machines have been converted from physical to virtual. Virtual machines are generally
slower than physical ones and because of the way virtual machinery works, there
can be competition between virtual machines when claiming resources.
This can cause slowing down as the cluster is fighting to provide everything the
needed resources. It is also difficult to tell how much resources a certain operation
takes when using a virtual machine.



Are there any daily challenges?
There is no single recurring incidents or problems, as these are quickly fixed with
workarounds and therefore the incidents have been forgotten about. However, the
product version has not been updated in a while due to in-house bug fixes. The process is generally so that a bug is reported to the supplier, but there is no time to wait
and therefore it is fixed in-house. When a new update comes with a bug fix, there is
no reason to update because it was already fixed with a workaround. But is it not
easy to just update with a legitimate fix from the supplier? No. A new update has to
be tested and it may take up to three months. Even though some of the resources
(test environment) exist already, it simply takes too much manpower to test everything because the system is so huge. The system is also very time dependent as
there are certain operations that happen at certain points of time only. This means,
that the test environment has to be perfectly in line with the production environment. In addition, every system that is integrated with this one have to have the
same kind of synchronization between test and production to yield accurate testing
results.



Are there any wants or needs for the future regarding this process?
Fortum is looking for a large scale version update to the system. There are some
problems at the moment with the old system: the GUI servers have to be kept at a
very old Windows server version (2003) because the system currently does not
support any newer. Microsoft is soon dropping support for this, but will continue it
for a hefty support fee. (continues)

APPENDIX 1. (continued)
The application servers are at 2008, but they cannot be updated from 32-bit to 64bit which causes problems. As a side note, these all affect the aforementioned electricity contract reporting tool too and Fortum is looking to get rid of it with a new
update to the system. The environment is so out of date that Fortum wants to do
something about it. In July of 2015, this transition needs to be complete. The transition process includes a lot of testing. The testing is done by updating the test environment to the new versions and by going through all of the functionality that the
business needs to work. Data flow is investigated and results are compared.

APPENDIX 2. Financial Electricity Contract reporting tool system interview (18.11.2014) with Harri Halminen, System Manager


What is the general purpose of this business process or application?
IAS, named after International Accounting Standard 39, is a tool that is linked to
the energy trading system. The tool is used for hedge accounting calculations. Fair
value is calculated which is then booked into the balance sheet and sent to accounting. It was created inside the company with the help of a consultancy agency. In
the early 2000 when the energy trading system was taken into use at Fortum, there
was no hedge account calculation capabilities and therefore a new tool was created
when the IAS39 standard was reissued in 2003. The current version of the energy
trading system does have IAS capabilities, but it has not been taken into use because it would cause a significant amount of testing and acceptance procedures by
an external auditor. The IAS tool is validated and works, but a large update to the
energy trading system may lead to transitioning to a module inside the new system.



Which applications are reliant on this process or application?
No application is directly reliant, but IAS supports financial business processes. If
IAS breaks, nothing else will be hugely affected, but BO would have to do a lot of
work manually and therefore IAS breaking is definitely not ideal.



Vice versa, which applications does this one rely on?
IAS relies on the energy trading system and a market data system as it gets all of its
data from these two.



Who are the primary stakeholders?
The tool is used by BO and business control.



What is the role of IT regarding this process? What about the supplier?
CITS (Corporate IT Services at Fortum) and consultancy agency 3C helped with
developing this tool. Nowadays there is no external support or supplier.
IT is involved with developing IAS. There are constantly some changes and IT is
also helping with reporting during turn of the month. (continues)

APPENDIX 2. (continued)
In the turn of the month, the IT person that is on support duty, is responsible for
starting various runs for the business (BO). This is a bit excessive according to the
IT staff and therefore this is something that Fortum is trying to get rid of eventually. Right now, IT checks that fair values are ok, if not, they fix the values and run
everything again until correct. IT has access that the business does not, and therefore it is done like this. Fair value calculation may take between 30 and 60 minutes,
so every error adds a lot of time to the process.


What kinds of resources are needed? Are there load peaks?
The production environment runs on a Windows cluster with two physical machines. The cluster setup enables one machine to be active and the other on
standby. If the active one breaks, the standby one goes active. These computers also
include a Polish trading system and Self-service systems. In addition to the cluster,
there is a physical web server.
In the test environment, there is a physical database server and a virtual web machine.
IAS works in such a way that during the turn of the month there is a pretty hectic
moment regarding calculation and reporting. However, more data is pushed into
IAS on a daily basis.



Is the data handled highly confidential? Location restrictions?
Same as with the energy trading system, trade data is generally very confidential
and there are likely some rules and regulations that affect the data so, that it has to
be inside EU at least.



Is there any heavy calculating involved?
The runs take between 30 and 60 minutes, but there is a possibility to run two runs
in parallel. Nothing is archived at the moment, which means that the calculations
go through the whole database when looking for certain data. However, there is indexing in place which makes the lookup more effective. Harri also mentioned, that
the turn of the month is very hectic, and therefore IT does some pre-runs before the
actual turn. (continues)

APPENDIX 2. (continued)
This means, that a lot of the data can be validated and corrected before the end of
the month. The calculations still have to be run in the end, but the problems will
likely occur from the last few days only and this will reduce fixing time by a lot.


What is the current cost situation of this process?
As this is an in-house project, there is no licensing costs or anything else. The costs
come purely from hardware.



Where could we do cost reductions?
Just as a note: IT’s time is allocated to the business process, this takes up the IT
personnel time.



Are there any daily challenges?
There are some problems with static data (new counter parties in trades or new
products) which means that someone has to add these manually to the system.



Are there any wants or needs for the future regarding this process?
New version of the energy trading system. Also, the 2003 platforms are becoming
deprecated and no longer supported by Microsoft in July 2015. This means a huge
transition from old versions to new. This may enable some new things like cloud.



Development: How did the system development process start?
IAS39 standard demands new things to be reported.
Fortum developers needed an external consultant with knowledge of financial
standards and regulations to clarify what the end result should be. The consultant
investigated and the results were reported to external accountant to validate. When
the results were validated, the development process was finally started.



Development: What was needed to set up the development environment?
One Microsoft server 2003, SQL database server 2005, Microsoft Visual Studio
and Microsoft reporting service were the main components needed to get the project started. There were also some minor components that were not mentioned.



Development: Was there a lengthy period of waiting for resources?
To get everything set up took about a month. This included waiting for the physical
servers and installing the software.

APPENDIX 3. Self-service application interview (18.11.2014) with
Tuukka Kangas, System Manager


What is the general purpose of this application?
This application was done for the user to do certain tasks independently without relying on IT. This tool also outputs reports on the runs and log files about the process. The application development process was initiated by IT, but quickly embraced by business.



Which other applications are reliant on this application?
This application is an extension to a system. This system is not reliant on this application.



Vice versa, which applications does this one rely on?
This application gets all of its data from another system and would therefore stop
functioning without it.



Who are the primary users?
Back office and IT provides support if needed (rarely).



What is the role of IT regarding this application? What about the supplier?
The application runs itself, but if a user requests additional functionality or other
system integrations, IT would have to conduct a development project.
The supplier is trading IT.



What kinds of resources are needed? Are there load peaks?
Production application has a physical database cluster and web server.
Test application has a physical database cluster, but a virtual web server.
These are shared with other applications.



Is the data handled by this application highly confidential? Are there location
restrictions?
The database includes some confidential data, but only exposes visibility to 10% of
some trades and therefore it would be difficult to make any conclusions of that data.
An information security company has tested the application by essentially hacking
it and then provided suggestions for possible security vulnerabilities. (continues)

APPENDIX 3. (continued)


Is the application in daily use?
Some parts are run daily, some weekly and some monthly. No nightly runs.



Is there any heavy processing involved?
Nothing essentially heavy. Mostly 5-10 minute runs with an hour lasting run here
and there.



What is the current cost situation of this process?
Hardware costs only.



Do you see any spots for cost reductions?
Tuukka cannot answer this. Physical hardware could be traded for virtual, but then
again, the shared hardware drops costs quite a bit.



Are there any daily challenges?
The application has not crashed a single time during two years of running. Not
much challenges.



Are there any wants or needs for the future regarding this process?
There is a want for including even more applications available for running with this
application. There is also a fear for this application expanding too much as this
would then become more critical. This has not initially been developed to deal with
dozens of applications.



Development: How did the system development process start?
IT had an idea that the user could and should be responsible of running several financial reports themselves. With IT doing the reports manually, there may have
been countless of errors and a lot of re-running.



Development: What was needed to set up the development environment?
Several frameworks such as Kerberos and .NET 4 had to be installed by Fortum’s
infrastructure provider. User accounts had to be fixed also. However, the installation was done on a computer that already existed and had free space for a development project. This reduced some of the initial downtime.



Development: Was there a lengthy period of waiting for resources?
With already existing hardware, the initial waiting period was only roughly a week.
The hardware is shared with a few other applications. (continues)

APPENDIX 3. (continued)
Note: However, Tuukka mentioned that there were other hindrances in the project.
The development was initiated by IT and therefore there was a lengthy investigation period on how the processes worked, before IT could start.

APPENDIX 4. Market data system interview (19.11.2014) with Timo
Nuotio, System Manager


What is the general purpose of this system?
The system is built from several components. The core component is fetching market data, which is then used by other systems or by an excel add-in. The other components provide support, such as validating the incoming data and a user interface
for working with the data.



Which other applications are reliant on this application?
Energy trading and risk management systems are reliant on this application for its
market data. In addition, users have their own MS Excel tools that often fetch data
from this system directly.



Vice versa, which applications does this one rely on?
This does not rely on any applications within the company, but if a data source is
broken, the incoming data will be faulty.



Who are the primary users?
This system is used by every component of the financial trading environment. Risk
control, Back office and Market analysts all use the system in some way.



What is the role of IT regarding this application? What about the supplier?
IT creates ways to process new data sources (creating new data tables). IT also
deals with acute incidents with the system and manages user accounts.
The supplier installs software updates themselves with remote access. IT tests them
and if everything is correct, the patch is added to production. Supplier is also responsible of providing new data sources.



What kinds of resources are needed? Are there load peaks?
Physical oracle database server in production, shared with another system. Test and
development share a server with the same environments from another system.
Production has its own share of physical and virtual machines. Test and development have their own separate environments too.



Is the data handled by this application highly confidential? Are there location
restrictions? (continues)

APPENDIX 4. (continued)
Again, trade data is confidential. However, a lot of the data fetched is public. Some
of it is via licenses, but still easy to get by anyone willing to pay for the licenses.
Compared to other applications, the data fetched with this system is not nearly as
confidential due to its availability.


Is the application in daily use?
The system is in continuous use. Data is fetched by the minute, by the hour and so
on.



Is there any heavy processing involved?
No. Some of the MS Excel tools that get data from this system may be fetching data
for a several hours depending on the data frequency and date intervals.



What is the current cost situation of this process?
Costs are split with another system and also between organizations that use the system.



Do you see any spots for cost reductions?
Hardware is quite cheap and licenses cannot be replaced, hard to say.



Are there any daily challenges?
The supplier helps a lot with daily things like patch updates and data validation.
There are some known problems like daylight saving time that pushes some data
tables forward or backward. In addition, newer versions tend to cause some minor
issues and the system has been slow in the past, but now it is up to “good enough”.



Are there any wants or needs for the future regarding this process?
The company is waiting for a new version update that “will fix everything” as always.

APPENDIX 5. Electricity production settlement system interview
(19.11.2014) with Harri Jakobsson,


What is the general purpose of this application?
This is a balance sheet management system. Profits, production and prices are
compared and billing is done concerning physical trading. The system also does
scheduling for adjusted electricity and provides comparison for the company to validate that network operators and Fortum are on the same page concerning network
related matters.



Which other applications are reliant on this application?
This system provides data for several other systems and applications. There are
several dependencies.



Vice versa, which applications does this one rely on?
There are dependencies with a few systems, particularly with a power production
planning and optimization system. There is also dependency with an electronic data
interchange (EDI) system and several smaller tools.



Who are the primary users?
This system is used by physical operations and a partner company.



What is the role of IT regarding this application? What about the supplier?
IT supervises the EDI traffic and stays on top of errors and warnings on a daily basis. IT is on support 24/7 due to high priority.
The supplier mainly helps with large system updates.



What kinds of resources are needed? Are there load peaks?
Production: a physical database cluster, two physical application server clusters and
two virtual machine servers.
The test environment is identical to the production environment. The test environment was under heavy use during a recent system update, but before that, it was
very under-utilized.



Is the data handled by this application highly confidential? Are there location
restrictions?
No location restrictions, but naturally, data is highly confidential. (continues)

APPENDIX 5. (continued)


Is the application in daily use?
Yes, there is use around the clock. The system uses clusters because of its criticality
and 24/7 use. If a server in a cluster breaks, the other one will immediately go from
standby to running.



Is there any heavy processing involved?
Individual processing tasks are done in under an hour. No heavy processing.



What is the current cost situation of this process?
The hardware costs are a little below 100kEUR a year.



Do you see any spots for cost reductions?
The test environment seems like a good case for cost reductions, but it is also used
as backup and therefore needs to be 100% up to date with production even though it
is not used. This is a continuity (DR) plan of sorts.



Are there any daily challenges?
The balance sheet is real time and if, for example, a power plant goes offline in the
night, the data has to go out to the public immediately. IT is constantly utilized due
to the criticality of the system.



Are there any wants or needs for the future regarding this process?
There is a Nordic Balance Settlement act coming up that will affect the system. The
system was updated mainly because of this act, so that every update does not pile
up into a huge project. NBS will affect the system a lot, but there is no clear picture
on to how.

APPENDIX 6. Power production planning and optimization system interview (2.12.2014) with Heikki Pitkänen, System Manager


What is the general purpose of this application?
This application is used for production planning, market analysis via time series’,
collecting history information, collecting forecast information, power delivery
measurements, minute-level realizations, next-day optimization, reporting and
communication with a SCADA system. The system is modular and consists of numerous components for different tasks.



Which other applications are reliant on this application?
There are several dependencies, such as a hydro production planning system, a bidding system, countless MS excel tools and so forth. A core change in this system
may easily break functionality in other tools.



Vice versa, which applications does this one rely on?
This system relies on production data from various power plants. The balance sheet
management system also feeds data to this one.



Who are the primary users?
Spot trading, intraday trading and market analysis.



What is the role of IT regarding this application? What about the supplier?
Everything is automatic in principle. If something does not work, IT fixes it. Just as
the system discussed with Jacobsson, this system is also business critical and has
24/7 IT support provided by in-house IT crew and infrastructure IT provider.
There are constant development projects with the supplier due to an extensive service quality program.



What kinds of resources are needed? Are there load peaks?
Several physical and virtual machines. Further information can be found on ARS.



Is the data handled by this application highly confidential? Are there location
restrictions?
Optimization results are highly confidential.
There are no laws preventing data location, but during mornings there is a two-hour
window for production optimization and therefore there can be no latency in use.
For this reason, compute resources have to reside within Europe and preferably in
Finland. (continues)

APPENDIX 6. (continued)


Is the application in daily use?
There is continuous round-the-clock use.



Is there any heavy processing involved?
Remote machines are used or optimizations. There are three very powerful computers used for the optimization. The setup is agreed with the supplier and a third party
company. Changing the setup would need agreements with the suppliers.



What is the current cost situation of this process?
A bulk sum is paid to the supplier for solver licenses and machines.



Do you see any spots for cost reductions?
The supplier has to be paid for the various services, very difficult to do cost reductions in this case.



Are there any wants or needs for the future regarding this process?
Continuous system development is needed due to dealing with big data (masses of
data). There are some architectural principles that are very difficult to change, but
changes in these would make the system a lot more flexible and less reliant on the
supplier.

APPENDIX 7. Midterm hydro production planning system interview
(2.12.2014) with Mikko Kattelus, Application Developer


What is the general purpose of this application?
The system is used to provide a hydro production plan with a weekly resolution for
the next two years. The system takes in price data and conducts planning by using
this data against historical and statistical data. The results are real production volume plans per hydro plant.



Which other applications are reliant on this application?
The power production planning system uses this system, but is not really dependent
on this one.



Vice versa, which applications does this one rely on?
This system uses data from the market data system through a few excels. No direct
integration.



Who are the primary users?
Physical traders.



What kinds of resources are needed? Are there load peaks?
The system uses a physical database server in production, physical application
server with a certain solver for planning.
Test runs the same components on a virtual environment.



Is the data handled by this application highly confidential? Are there location
restrictions?
Includes Fortum’s production plans, which is highly confidential. No location restrictions.



Is the application in daily use?
The users use the system during the workday as they like, but there is no nightly
use.



Is there any heavy processing involved?
Mid-term simulations for planning may take several hours, but not days.



Are there any wants or needs for the future regarding this process? (continues)

APPENDIX 7. (continued)
This tool has already been tested in the cloud and the results were promising.
The solver used for this application is pretty deeply integrated though and it may be
difficult to switch it to a solver that provides support for parallel processing via
cloud.
Mikko also mentioned that encrypting the data is difficult, but the input data is very
cryptic to start with. Output is very easy to read.

APPENDIX 8. Data transfer discussion (03.12.2014) with Jussi Lehto,
Infra Coordinator


What are the options for securing data transfer between Fortum’s data center
and a CSP’s data center?
According to Jussi, Virtual Private Network (VPN) is the best solution. This way
access can be opened to the wanted individual IP’s or IP areas. With VPN, the
computers would have visibility to our private network and it would seem like they
are indeed in the same network. VPN can be fixed through the CSP portal and Fortum’s infrastructure supplier (HP) would have to configure the IP accesses.
Other options are Secure Shell (SSH) for Linux and RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol) for Windows. However, these cannot be configured in the same manner as
VPN. VPN is a private network which can entail several systems and devices, RDP
and SSH are for individual connections and would therefore prove useful mostly
for single tests and pilots. This is also something that has been used in a past cloud
project at Fortum.



What is the Fortum firewall opening process like?
For RDP and SSH, the user has to request access for individual IPs which need to
be accessed from within Fortum network. This means that each IP would have to be
reserved from the CSP. Reserved cloud instances can be acquired easily from the
CSP, but cost a bit of extra. However, they may prove inexpensive in the long run
due to the reserving being done per year.
For VPN, the access request would likely be done for a certain area. For example,
in MS Azure, North Europe data center(s) have a single IP area. If Fortum would
want to use this data center only, the company could open this IP area and every
cloud computing instance opened in North Europe could be accessed via the VPN.
The firewall opening requests have to be done via the infrastructure supplier. Also,
a cohesive strategy should be done on a corporate level so that there would be visibility at Fortum that there is going to be a VPN fixed for a certain area. Otherwise,
several VPN’s could be created and this would escalate into a mess of networks,
and unnecessary work for everybody. (continues)

APPENDIX 8. (continued)


Are there any cloud solutions at Fortum currently?
Fortum has several MS Azure implementations. There is one implementation, for
example, where Fortum employees can log in to a certain web application from
outside the Fortum network. Azure is used here for Active Directory (AD) logins,
where Fortum employees can use their work usernames and passwords to log in to
the system. Within the Fortum corporate network, the employees get logged in automatically. In short, Active Directory is a list of employee accounts that are used
to access several systems in the corporate infrastructure. AD accounts are added to
access lists to give personnel access to systems and applications that have AD implemented.
There is also a huge chance that a project with a partner will involve VPN. Jussi did
not give a lot of details on this as the project is not accepted yet. Some consultant
companies also use VPN between Fortum and their company.
As of now, there are no VPN implementations so this might be a good chance to
bring it up. Currently all cloud solutions are done with RDP or SSH.



Do you have any opinions on what could be taken to cloud with little resistance?
Jussi speculates that sensitivity is an issue with Fortum. There have been projects
that have ended up as no-go with cloud due to slight fear of sensitive data being out
in the open. However, processes that involve a lot of dummy or outdated data, such
as developing and testing, are something that he highly suggest that should be put
into cloud and could be easily accepted by the personnel. Even though cloud is portrayed as safe and secure in 2014, the resistance for putting sensitive data into cloud
may be too large to overcome until someone else does it well.
I also hinted about doing simulation and optimization in the cloud, seeing as there
would only be data processing instead of saving data. In an optimization case, inputs go in and results come out, but the crunching process itself might be compromised.

APPENDIX 9. Amazon Web Services EC2 instance cost table (27.11.2014)
Name
t1.micro
t2.micro
t2.small
t2.medium
m3.medium
m3.large
m3.xlarge
m3.2xlarge
c3.large
c3.xlarge
c3.2xlarge
c3.4xlarge
c3.8xlarge
g2.2xlarge
r3.large
r3.xlarge
r3.2xlarge
r3.4xlarge
r3.8xlarge
i2.xlarge
i2.2xlarge
i2.4xlarge
i2.8xlarge

(continued)

vCPU
1,0
1,0
1,0
2,0
1,0
2,0
4,0
8,0
2,0
4,0
8,0
16,0
32,0
8,0
2,0
4,0
8,0
16,0
32,0
4,0
8,0
16,0
32,0

Instance
Hourly Cost Hourly Cost
Per month
Per month
Yearly (100%
Memory(GiB) Storage (GB)
(USD)
(EUR)
(100% use)
(9h/5d)
use)
0,6
$0,020
0,016 €
11,503 €
3,02 €
139,96 €
1,0
$0,018
0,014 €
10,353 €
2,72 €
125,96 €
2,0
$0,036
0,029 €
20,706 €
5,44 €
251,92 €
4,0
$0,072
0,058 €
41,412 €
10,87 €
503,84 €
3,7
SSD 1 x 4
$0,133
0,106 €
76,497 €
20,08 €
930,71 €
7,5
SSD 1 x 32
$0,266
0,212 €
152,994 €
40,16 €
1 861,42 €
15,0
SSD 2 x 40
$0,532
0,425 €
305,987 €
80,32 €
3 722,85 €
30,0
SSD 2 x 80
$1,064
0,850 €
611,975 €
160,64 €
7 445,69 €
3,7
SSD 2 x 16
$0,188
0,150 €
108,131 €
28,38 €
1 315,59 €
7,5
SSD 2 x 40
$0,376
0,300 €
216,262 €
56,77 €
2 631,18 €
15,0
SSD 2 x 80
$0,752
0,601 €
432,523 €
113,54 €
5 262,37 €
30,0
SSD 2 x 160
$1,504
1,201 €
865,047 €
227,07 €
10 524,74 €
60,0
SSD 2 x 320
$3,008
2,403 €
1 730,094 €
454,15 €
21 049,47 €
15,0
SSD 1 x 60
$0,767
0,613 €
441,151 €
115,80 €
5 367,34 €
15,2
SSD 1 x 32
$0,300
0,240 €
172,549 €
45,29 €
2 099,35 €
30,5
SSD 1 x 80
$0,600
0,479 €
345,098 €
90,59 €
4 198,70 €
61,0
SSD 1 x 160
$1,080
0,863 €
621,177 €
163,06 €
7 557,66 €
122,0
SSD 1 x 320
$1,944
1,553 €
1 118,119 €
293,51 €
13 603,78 €
244,0
SSD 2 x 320
$3,500
2,796 €
2 013,074 €
528,43 €
24 492,40 €
30,5
SSD 1 x 800
$0,973
0,777 €
559,635 €
146,90 €
6 808,89 €
61,0
SSD 2 x 800
$1,946
1,555 €
1 119,269 €
293,81 €
13 617,78 €
122,0
SSD 4 x 800
$3,891
3,108 €
2 237,963 €
587,47 €
27 228,56 €
244,0
SSD 8 x 800
$7,782
6,217 €
4 475,927 €
1 174,93 €
54 457,11 €

APPENDIX 9. (continued)
Name
hs1.8xlarge
m1.small
m1.medium
m1.large
m1.xlarge
c1.medium
c1.xlarge
cc2.8xlarge
cg1.4xlarge
m2.xlarge
m2.2xlarge
m2.4xlarge

Instance Stor- Hourly Cost
Hourly Cost
Per month
Per month
vCPU
Memory(GiB) age (GB)
(USD)
(EUR)
(100% use)
(9h/5d)
Yearly (100% use)
16,0
117,0
24 x 2000
$4,932
3,940 €
2 836,709 €
744,64 €
34 513,30 €
1,0
1,7
1 x 160
$0,750
0,599 €
431,373 €
113,24 €
5 248,37 €
1,0
3,7
1 x 410
$0,149
0,119 €
85,699 €
22,50 €
1 042,68 €
2,0
7,5
2 x 420
$0,299
0,239 €
171,974 €
45,14 €
2 092,35 €
4,0
15,0
4 x 420
$0,598
0,478 €
343,948 €
90,29 €
4 184,70 €
2,0
1,7
1 x 350
$0,210
0,168 €
120,784 €
31,71 €
1 469,54 €
8,0
7,0
4 x 420
$0,840
0,671 €
483,138 €
126,82 €
5 878,18 €
32,0
60,5
4 x 840
$2,570
2,053 €
1 478,172 €
388,02 €
17 984,42 €
16,0
22,5
2 x 840
$2,600
2,077 €
1 495,427 €
392,55 €
18 194,36 €
2,0
17,1
1 x 420
$0,345
0,276 €
198,432 €
52,09 €
2 414,25 €
4,0
34,2
1 x 850
$0,690
0,551 €
396,863 €
104,18 €
4 828,50 €
8,0
68,4
2 x 840
$1,380
1,102 €
793,726 €
208,35 €
9 657,00 €

cr1.8xlarge

32,0

244,0

SSD 2 x 120

$3,831

3,060 €

2 203,454 €

578,41 €

26 808,69 €

h1.4xlarge

16,0

60,5

SSD 2 x 1024

$3,580

2,860 €

2 059,087 €

540,51 €

25 052,23 €

APPENDIX 10. Windows Azure instance cost table (27.11.2014)

Name

vCPU

Memory (GiB)

Hourly
Cost
(USD)

Storage (GB)

Hourly Cost Per month
(EUR)
(100% use)

Per month
(9h/5d)

Yearly (100% use)

Basic A-Series A0

1

0,75

20

-

0,014 €

9,72 €

2,55 €

118,26 €

Basic A-Series A1

1

1,75

40

-

0,057 €

41,33 €

10,85 €

502,82 €

Basic A-Series A2

2

3,5

60

-

0,115 €

82,58 €

21,68 €

1 004,77 €

Basic A-Series A3

4

7

120

-

0,229 €

165,17 €

43,36 €

2 009,54 €

Basic A-Series A4

8

14

240

-

0,459 €

330,34 €

86,71 €

4 019,09 €

Standard A-Series A0

1

0,75

20

-

0,015 €

10,73 €

2,82 €

130,52 €

Standard A-Series A1

1

1,75

70

-

0,067 €

48,31 €

12,68 €

587,80 €

Standard A-Series A2

2

3,5

135

-

0,134 €

96,55 €

25,34 €

1 174,72 €

Standard A-Series A3

4

7

285

-

0,268 €

193,03 €

50,67 €

2 348,56 €

Standard A-Series A4

8

14

605

-

0,536 €

386,06 €

101,34 €

4 697,11 €

Standard A-Series A5

2

14

135

-

0,246 €

176,98 €

46,46 €

2 153,21 €

Standard A-Series A6

4

28

285

-

0,492 €

353,95 €

92,91 €

4 306,42 €

Standard A-Series A7

8

56

605

-

0,983 €

707,83 €

185,81 €

8 611,96 €

Standard A-Series A8

8

56

382

-

1,825 €

1 313,71 €

344,85 €

15 983,50 €

Standard A-Series A9

16

112

382

-

3,649 €

2 627,35 €

689,68 €

31 966,12 €

Standard D-Series D1

1

3,5

SSD 50

-

0,127 €

91,73 €

24,08 €

1 116,02 €

Standard D-Series D2

2

7

SSD 100

-

0,255 €

183,38 €

48,14 €

2 231,17 €

Standard D-Series D3

4

14

SSD 200

-

0,509 €

366,77 €

96,28 €

4 462,34 €

Standard D-Series D4

8

28

SSD 400

-

1,019 €

733,54 €

192,55 €

8 924,69 €

Standard D-Series D11

2

14

SSD 100

-

0,300 €

216,14 €

56,74 €

2 629,75 €

Standard D-Series D12

4

28

SSD 200

-

0,600 €

432,22 €

113,46 €

5 258,63 €

Standard D-Series D13

8

56

SSD 400

-

1,081 €

778,03 €

204,23 €

9 466,06 €

Standard D-Series D14

16

112

SSD 800

-

1,945 €

1 400,04 €

367,51 €

17 033,82 €

APPENDIX 11. Google Cloud Platform instance cost table (27.11.2014)

Name

Instance
Storage
(GB)

Memory
(GiB)

vCPU

Hourly Cost
(USD)

Hourly Cost
(EUR)

Per month
(100%)

Per month
(9h/5d)

Yearly (100%
use)

n1-standard-1

1

3,75

SSD 375

$0,069

0,055 €

115,78 €

33,42 €

1 408,66 €

n1-standard-2

2

7,5

SSD 375

$0,138

0,110 €

166,57 €

49,78 €

2 026,57 €

n1-standard-4

4

15

SSD 375

$0,276

0,220 €

268,14 €

82,49 €

3 262,39 €

n1-standard-8

8

30

SSD 375

$0,552

0,441 €

471,29 €

147,92 €

5 734,02 €

n1-standard-16

16

60

SSD 375

$1,104

0,882 €

877,59 €

278,78 €

10 677,29 €

n1-highmem-2

2

13

SSD 375

$0,162

0,129 €

176,23 €

53,37 €

2 144,14 €

n1-highmem-4

4

26

SSD 375

$0,324

0,259 €

287,47 €

89,67 €

3 497,52 €

n1-highmem-8

8

52

SSD 375

$0,648

0,518 €

509,94 €

162,28 €

6 204,28 €

n1-highmem-16

16

104

SSD 375

$1,296

1,035 €

954,89 €

307,50 €

11 617,80 €

n1-highcpu-2

2

1,8

SSD 375

$0,086

0,069 €

145,63 €

42,00 €

1 771,85 €

n1-highcpu-4

4

3,6

SSD 375

$0,172

0,137 €

226,27 €

66,94 €

2 752,95 €

n1-highcpu-8

8

7,2

SSD 375

$0,344

0,275 €

387,55 €

116,82 €

4 715,14 €

n1-highcpu-16

16

14,4

SSD 375

$0,688

0,550 €

710,10 €

216,57 €

8 639,52 €

f1-micro

1

0,6

-

$0,013

0,010 €

16,74 €

4,98 €

203,64 €

g1-small

1

1,7

-

$0,035

0,028 €

25,47 €

8,26 €

309,93 €

APPENDIX 12. Power market modelling System platform cost table (27.11.2014)

CPU

Memory
(GiB)

Storage
(GB)

Monthly Cost

Name

Description

Environment

Class

Yearly

Sandbox server

Windows 2008 Enterprise R2
x64

Development

Virtual

4

32

160

215,820 €

2 589,84 €

IIS application server

Windows Server 2012 Stand.
x64

Development

Virtual

4

4

210

163,890 €

1 966,68 €

Connect server

Windows 2008 Enterprise R2
x64

Production

Virtual

4

4

140

345,360 €

4 144,32 €

IIS application server

Windows Server 2012 Stand.
x64

Production

Virtual

4

4

210

323,990 €

3 887,88 €

Computation
machine

Windows 7 Enterprise x64

Production

Workstation

12

65

2000

50,000 €

600,00 €

